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ON THE COVER: 
YOUNG AMERICA 
FAMOUS AMERICAN 
CLIPPER SH I P 
LAUNCHED APRIL 30, 1853 
The "Young Ame ri ca" was built by Wil-
Ham H. Webb at a cos t of! 140,000. She was 
a big ship, her tonnage being 1,961 tons old 
measurement a nd 1.439 new. Th e length of 
her keel was 239 feet. 6 inches, a nd on deck 
243 fe et. Her extre me beam was 43 fee t. 2 
inches; depth of hold 26 feet , 9 inches: 
mean draft 22 fee t: and dead ri se at half 
floor 20 inches. with long lea n bow lines. a 
clean run and ve ry graceful sheer. She had 
a billet-head ins tead of a figure head. She 
had three decks . with several handsomely 
furni shed cabins for passengers tha t she 
carried for the first half of her life. 
Due to her big sail plan. she required a 
large crew, and on her maiden voyage she 
sailed from New York with a comple ment of 
75 all told, incl uding 4 mates and 60 able 
seamen. Her freight li s t came 10 $86,400. 
Young America proved herself a good 
money maker, being s ingularly free from 
dismastings a nd other mishaps . 
The Young America 's best piece of sail-
ing to be recorded was a four-day run of 
$,423 mil es, when homeward bound in 
1876. On this occasion she made four con-
secutive twenty-four-hour runs of 365,358, 
360, and 340 miles respectively. 
Another remarkable record by the Young 
America was made between Jul y 17 and 23, 
1876, when she sai led round the Horn from 
50 S. Atlantic to 50 S. Pacific in s ix days. 
This undoubtedly th e most difficult 
traverse for a sailing ship in th e whole 
world. 
George Daniels was th e Young America's 
first owner, but her builder and her Captai n 
held a considerable number of th e 64 th 
shares. At the beginning of the sixties she 
was regis tered as owned by Abram Bell's 
sons, then Robert L. Taylor had her for a 
few years until 1870, when she came into 
the hands of George Howes & Company. 
When they terminated their business, 
Young Ameri ca was acquired by John 
Rosenfeld of San Francisco. 
In October, 1883, after a leaky passage 
from San Francisco, she was sold in New 
York for $ 13,500. She then came under the 
Austrian flag a nd was renamed Miroslav. 
After s taggering to and fro across the 
stormy Atlanti c for a couple of yea rs th e 
gallan t vessel succumbed to the wes terly 
gales; she left Delaware breakwater on Feb-
ruary 17, 1886, for Fiume, and was pos ted 
as missing. 
AITENTION SHUITERBUGS!! 
CLASSMATE is looking for talented 
photographers interested in taking pictures 
for cover photos and special events. If you 




I : Deadline for C LASSMATE stories, 
S MC 2330: Sociall y Speaking News, SMC 
2517. 
4-5: Ca nadian Collegiate Champion Soc-
cer Game. 
6: OSWC Govern ing Board l\'ieeting, 8:00 
p.m .• Tower Room. 
7: C LASS MATE Work Session, 7:30 
p.lll .. La Mesa School Library . 
10- 12: Monterey Crand Prix : Laguna 
Sec a Raceway. 
II: l OOth Navy Birthday Ball : Cocktai ls 
6:00 p.m. , EI Prado Room. Dinner a nd 
Dancing 7:30 p.m. Barbara McNiu Bal-
lroom. 
II: Butt erfl y Parade: Downtown Pacifi c 
Crove. 
13: Columbus Day. 
15: CLASSMATE Work Session, 7:30 
p.m. , La Mesa School Library. 
16: Welcome Aboard Coffee, 8:00 p. m., 
Barbara McNitt Ballroom. 
20: OSWC Executive Board Meet ing. 
8 :00 p . m. 
23: Guided Wives Tour of NPS, 1:00 
p.m . . Quarterdeck in Hermann Hall. 
23: New Brides' Coffee, 8:00 p.m., 
RADM and Mrs. Linder's home. 
25: Woma n's Health Fair. 
2:>-26: Kaleidoscope '75 Arts and Crafts 
Fair, Monterey Count y Fairgrounds, Expos-
ition Hall, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
27: Veterans Day (Monday holiday bill). 
30: Dress-A-Doll deadline. 
31: Halloween. 
NOVEMBER 
I: Dealine for C LASSMATE s tories , 
SMC 2330; Socially Speaking News , S MC 
2517. 
I: La Mesa School PTA Carnival. 
3: OSWC Governing Board Meeting, 8:00 
p.m. , Tower Room. 
3-14: Navy Relief Course. 
4: Elec ti on Day. 
4: CLASSMATE Work Session , 7:30 
p.m ., La Mesa School Library. 
12: CLASSMATE Work Session , 7:30 
p. m. , La Mesa School Library. 
14: Internationals ' Dance, Barbara 
McNitt Ball room . 
24: OSWC Executive Board Meeting, 
8:00 p.m. 
24: Deadli ne for C LASSMATE Welcome 
Aboard In/ormation. Deadline for feature 
stori es and social news Dec. 1. 
27: 111anksgiving Day. 
29: Ha nukkah . 
OCTOBER 1975 
In This Issue 
This month we turn our attention to the 
social event of the year - the Navy Ball. A 
special importance is attached to the f~8t­
ivities this year because we are celebrating 
the 200th birthday of the U.S. Navy. The 
motto for OUf bicentennial year is "Building 
on a Proud Tradition." 
CLASSMATE has joined in the "Spirit of 
'76" with a feature section devoted to U.S. 
Naval history. One of our writers was able 
to interview our first Naval hero, John Paul 
Jones. You won't want to miss this exclu-
sive interview on page 17. Another member 
of our staff was able to learn about the peo-
ple who have had streets na?l~d after .them 
in La Mesa. You might find It Interesung to 
read about the person for whom your street 
was named. June Lunney has shared an 
interesting fact she discovered while inves-
tigating designs for the Ball decorations. 
Try to answer her question on page 18 be-
fore you read her article. 
Now that summer vacations are over and 
there are fewer tourists milling about, the 
people of the Peninsula are able to tum 
their attentions to local activities. Several 
local organizations contacted us with in-
formation on upcoming events that might be 
of interest to our readers. The Monterey 
County Symphony has an excellent season 
planned. Tickets for the concerts in Carmel 
are already sold out for the season but there 
are still tickets available for the concerts in 
Monterey and Salinas. For more informa-
tion read their article on page 8. A 
Woman's Health Fair is taking place Oc-




joint efforts of several women's organiza-
tions. A team of medical practitioners will 
be on hand to discuss today's health care for 
women. This promises to be a very informa-
tive event. On the lighter side, Kaleido-
scope '75 is an arts and crafts fair sponsored 
by the ight Owls Chapter of the Children's 
Home Society. It might be just the place to 
start your Christmas shopping. 
There have been several questions about 
the CLASSMATE deadline. The deadline 
for all copy, pictures, and announcements 
is the 1s t day of the month preceeding pub-
lication. Should the 1st fall on a weekend, 
the deadline will be the Friday before the 
1st. Nothing will be accepted after the dead-
line without prior approval of the editor. 
The topic for the Novemberissueis "Camp-
ing." December will be a surprise issue with 
a special treat for parents. 
Learn mote about the avy/Marine 
Corps .. . pay and benefits for all 
personneUdependents. 
NA VY RELIEF COURSE will be held 
from 3 to 14 November, 1975. 
The new OSWC Executive Board (L-R) Gerry Carter, Candy Ellis, Carol Cornett, Cherrie 
Wanner, Nancy Barto. 
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OSWC Courtesies: 
Courtesies are extended by OSWC in the 
form of flowers or cards to student wives 
who are hospitalized, seriously ill, or who 
have had a death in the immediate family or 
near relatives. If you know of someone to 
whom flowers or a card should be sent, 
please contact Candy Ellis, 649-3126. 
NEW BRIDES' COFFEE 
A coffee will be held on October 23 
(Thursday) at 8:00 p.m. in RAD~ and Mr~. 
Linder's home, Quarters A. nus coffee IS 
for those who were married within the past 
year and are new to the ways of military life. 
You'll have a chance to meet other new 
military wives and to "chat" with Admiral 
and Mrs. Linder. For further information 
and/or reservations, please call Candy 
Ellis, 649-3126 or SMC #1014. We look 
forward to meeting and talking with you at 




I have just been installed as the new Pres-
ident of the Officer Students ' Wives' Club 
and am looking forward to a term serving on 
the board which will be fun and personally 
rewarding for each of us taking part in 
os we activities. 
Please look for our calendar of events as 
we have many activities planned. I hope 
that there is something of interest for each 
of you. The Roster of Officers is also in this 
issue. I do hope you will look for it as this 
Board is an eager and enthusiastic group of 
women attempting to present six months of 
interesting programs for you. 
We are all busily planning for our Military 
Ball which will be held on the 11th of this 
month. June Lunney, Caye Edwards, and 
their committee have worked very hard to 
plan this special evening. We hope your 
evening will be as enjoyable as their efforts 
have been to create it and your pleasure will 
be your expression of "Thank You" to 
them. 
There will be a Welcome Aboard Coffee 
this month and I hope you will all come. We 
have a "Cramalot" skit for your introduc-
tion to life at the Naval Postgraduate 
School. We will also have displays of each 
activity offered to you through OSWC. This 
evening has been planned for many months 




pared an evening well worth your time, one 
you won't want to miss. Do join us! 
There will also be a Guided Wives Tour of 
the Naval Postgraduate School this month 
that I highly reccommend.lt is an opportun-
ity to see the buildings, classrooms, and 
infamous computer center where you will 
hear your husband say he is " living!" l hope 
you will sign up and meet us on our lour. 
The Officer Students' Wives' Club has a 
Board of Officers. Committee Chairmen, 
and Curricular Representatives who are en-
thusiastic and interested in perpetuating 
and adding to the enjoyment of your tour in 
Monterey. Our efforts are for your involve-
ment and without your suggestions and par-
ticipation we cannot represent your in-
terests -so join us. meet more friends, and 
may your tour here be special to each of 
you . 
Uz Ruch presents the gavel to Carol. 
MILITARY 
DISCOUNTS 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE ACCESSORIES 
SUPPLIES AND SERVICE 
R. V. GENERAL STORE 
3142 CRESCENT AVE. 
(Off Reservation Road.) 
MARINA, CA. 93933 PHONE (408) 384-6789 
OCTOBER 1975 
1st VP's Message 
Cherne Wanner 
The normal procedure would be for me to 
write a little something about myself and my 
family since this is my first CLASSMATE 
article, but, as I'm sure those of you who 
know me will confirm, norma1cy is not my 
forte, so I will just say hello and move along 
to the matters at hand. 
For the newcomers to our area, I say wel-
come and I hope you will deem the prog-
rams and opportunities offered you through 
the OSWC worthy of your time and consid-
eration. If at first you are a bit overwhelmed 
by tlle many different classes and activities, 
please ... don't be. Talent abounds among 
the wives at NPS and the OSWC affords 
them the opportunity to share with you their 
knowledge and abilities. 
To those of you who have been in the 
Monterey area awhile, I would like you to 
consider this a persona1 invitation to any 
and all OSWC functions . The coming 
months are filled with new activities and, as 
the holiday season approaches, our objec-
tive wiJI be to offer fresh ideas and enter-
tainment for your pleasure. 
This month we will be making a special 
effort to introduce the new wives to the 
hallowed halls of the Naval Postgraduate 
School. There will be a Welcome Aboard 
Coffee held on October 16th at 8:00 p. m. in 
the Barbara McNitt Ballroom with a wide-
ranging display of classes and activities av-
ailable to members. I would urge you to 
attend. By now the household goods are 
unpacked and your dutiful husband is 
buried in books, so come on out and see 
what we have to offer you. During the week 
following, on October 23rd, there will be a 
tour of the beautiful school and its grounds 
with a tea to follow at the home of RAOM 
and Mrs. Isham Linder. The tour will con-
vene on the quarterdeck in Hermann Hall at 
1:00 p.m. A sign-up sheet for this event will 
be available at the Welcome Aboard Coffee 
or you may call me at 649-0362 and I will be 
happy to take your reservation. On the 
same evening, October 23rd at 8:00 p.m., 
OCTOBER 1975 THE CLASSMATE 
1 st VP's continued 
there will be a New Brides' Coffee also held 
in RADM and Mrs . Linders' home. Candy 
Ellis is in charge of this lovely event and can 
be reached at 649·3126. If you are aware of 
any new brides in the area or would like to 
make a reservation, please give Candy a 
call. 
OSWC Governing Board Roster 
September 1975 - March 1976 
Plans are now being made for a Christ-
mas Bazaar to be he ld in late November. If 
you have any comments, ideas , or maybe a 
bit of extra time and would he interested in 
participating, we would be thrilled to have 
you. Again , please call me at 649-0362 for 
particulars. 
I find myself in a strange predicament at 
thi s point; I do believe I have nothing more 
to say. very strange indeed for me! Until 
next month then ... 
TREASURER'S REPORT 
GOVERNING BOARD 
8 September 1975 
Cash Balance I Aug. 1975 . .. . .. $2515.36 
(Savings not included) 
Income Month of Aug ......... . . . 487.64 
Disbursements Month of Aug . .... . 666.30 
Leaving a Cash Balance of ...... 2336.70 
Plus Savings ......... . . .. . .. . 2032.66 




















Ways and Means 
W clcome Aboard 
Asst. Welcome Aboard 




















Linda Fricke Nancy Barto 




Electronics & Communication 
Engineer Sciences 
Intelligence 
Meterology & Oceanography 
Naval Engineering 
Operation Analysis 
Weapons Engineering and 
Quick and nimble, with a spirit and vital-
ity that sets them apart from all other. 
automotive machinery the BMW is a 
very special breed, built by the famed 
Bavariah Motor Works of Munich, West 
Germany according to a very special 












































































concept of pertormance~, ~r:o:a:dh:o:l:d~in~g~ __ .!~~~~~~::~::::::::::::~~~~~~~ and quality of constructi~n 
MONTEREY 
SALES I SERVICE 
New Car Department 
373-0414 
Used Car Department 
373-0416 
MOTORCAR 
INC. 1117 Del Mont. Monterey 
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Sponsored by: A Coalition representing 
Community Women's Organizations and 
Health Agencies. Saturday, October 25, 
lOam-12pm - Panel Discussion; 12pm-4pm 
- Booths and Activities; (bring your lunch). 
First Presbyterian Church of Monterey. 
Child care available. 
By Bill Moody 
The Naval Postgraduate School Music 
Society has announced its schedule of con-
certs for the 1975-1976 season. The first 
three concerts are fixed as follows: 
Friday, October 3, 1975 - Canto Anti-
quo - a group oCfive musicians who playa 
variety of ancient instruments will perform. 
The group was most enthusiastically rece-
ived when they played last season. By re-
quest of many of the concert-goers, they'll 
be back this year with 8 program of Spanish 
Medieval and Renaissance~ music. 
Saturday, November 8, 1975 will offer 
concert-goers the opportunity to hear 
Naum Sluszny, pianist, in an all-Chopin 
concert. Mr. Sluszny is well known to 
European audiences and has performed be-
fore enthusiastic American concert-goers. 
Saturday, February 7, 1976 will be the 
date for the appearance of Terrence Far-
rell, a young classical guitarist who is gain-
ing considerable fame in California musical 
circles and beyond. He will present a con-
cert of music from the Baroque to the cont-
emporary era by such composers as Dowl-
and, Bach, Villa-Lobi. and Albenis. 
The artists for the last two concerts of the 
season are not yet confirmed. The Society 
expects to present a cellist at a concert on 
Welcome A board! 
By Laurel May, 
Welcome Aboard Chairman 
Did we miss you? Want to know when the 
next coffee is? Or where something is or 
who to ask about it? Let us know. Give us a 
call and we'll do our best because we're 
here for you . H you like meeting new people 
we can always use help. Remember how 
nice it was being welcomed when you first 
came and knowing at least ONE person who 
could help right off? Help us continue this 
for others. And, if we did miss you, let us 
know! 
Our next coffee will be on Thursday, Oc-
tober 16th, in the Barbara McNitt Ballroom 
at 8 p. m. We will have tables for all our 
activities , and the ever-popular "Cramalot" 
skit as well. If you haven't had a chance to 
see it yet, don't miss this one!! It's a lot of 
fun to perform and a delight to watch - so, 
be there! Meet some new people, sign up for 
a new craft. We' ll be looking for you. Reser-
vations should be in by noon on Wednes-
day, October 15th. Call Laurel May 
(~190) or Linda Fricke (372-7924). 
March 12, 1976 and hopes to have a special 
Bicentennial Concert on Friday, April 23, 
1976. Announcements of these concerts 
will b~ made when arrangements are firm. 
Season and inwvidual concert tickets will 
be on sale shortly. Individual tickets cost 
$3.50 each, while a season subscription 
costs $14.00 for five concerts, a saving of 
$3.50 over the individual rate . Times and 
. places of ticket sales will be announced via 
flyer to mail boxt;s for faculty and students 
and via local press, rawo and television for 
friends in the community. Season tickets 
are, however, available through the Recrea-
tion Department. Queries may be addres-
sed to Carl Ihli, President of the Society, 
SMC 2514. . 
Focus: Improvement of Women's Health 
Care. 
This is a chance to consider the respon-
sibilities and expectations of women, health 
agencies, physicians, organizations, alter-
nate health systems and self-help groups. 
We will look at personal responsibilities: to 
know, take care of and take responsibility 
for our own bodies; as well as social, politi-
cal and community responsibility; to learn · 
about the health 'systems available, to' edu-
cate the public, and to develop health advo-
cates for women who need help. 
REAL ESTATE 
THINKING OF BUYING OR SELLING? 
Arndt Associates handles property through-
out the entire Monterey Peninsula, If you 're 
thinking of buying, selling, or investing why not 
call or visit . our offices centrally located on 
beautifu l Lake EI Estero? 
ARNDT ASSOCIATES REALTORS 
550 Camino EI Estero 
Monterey, Ca, (408) 373-44n 
Ralph Arndt - REALTORS - George East 
DIRTY 
CARPETS OR UPHOlSTERY? 
CALL ROTH 
We specialize in cleaning oriental rugs and velvet upholstery. 
Free estimates - Free pick-up and delive ry. 
Damage claims and restorations promptly handled. Rugs 
repa ired. 
Rugs cut and bound. 
10 % military discount on all rug cleaning. 
25 % additional discount if you bring your cleaning to us and 
pick it up yourself. 






Navy R elief 
Can Help You 
The Navy Relief Course wiH be taught 
3- 14 ovember. Please keep these dates 
free so you can a tte nd . Classes will be 9:00 
a .m. - 12: 00 noon, Monday through Friday 
of those two weeks, in the Tower Room of 
Hermann Hall . If you are uninformed about 
pay and allowances, Cha mpu s, Legal and 
Survivors Benefits, this is a good chance to 
fin d out. I ns truction to make out a budget 
will be very helpful also. Free nursery care 
will be provided. 
You will learn about avy Reli er s his tory 
and how it helps servicemen and their de-
pendents in time of need. We will also ap-
precia te any help you can give us in the 
Children's Waiting Room (free nursery care 
for well children of mothers who have Dis-
pensary appointme nts) , th e Thrift Shop 
(where good used clothing is sold for a low 
price), th e Office (as intervie wers and re-
cept ionis ts) or knitting sweaters for layet-
tes. For furth er information about a ny of 
these areas or the Course. call th e Navy 
Reli ef Offi ce a' 373-7665, be. ween 10:00 
a. m. a nd 1:00 p. m., or Ruth Garverick at 
373-6017. 
If you plan to take th e course fill out the 




Already th e Navy Reli ef offi ce has re-
ceived doUs with wa rdrobes and boys' toys 
tha t are indkative of a grea t deal of thought 
and ini.iative. Through .he CWs of OS WC 
a nd the section leaders' wives , this has 
been possible. Each section was asked to 
provide a doll with a wardrobe and a new 
boy's toy 10 ensure a joyful Chris tmas for a 
needy military child . 
Since Chris tmas is fast approaching, it is 
important to have collected all the dolls and 
boys ' toys from each section by 30 October. 
The section leader will tag the doll with her 
na me, SMC# and section :Ii. TIlen the 
ite ms can be delivered to any of the follow-
ing: the avy Reli ef offi ce in Hermann Hall ; 
the Chaplain 's offi ce; Carole Connelly a t 
1045 Halsey Dr. , 375-5597; Ruth Garverick, 
a. 12 Shubrick Rd ., 373-6917. Navy Reli ef 
volunt eers and a ny willing OS WC me mbers 
will wrap and lable the toys for pick up by 
the parents. 
Civing of yourself in some way is the t.ru e 
spirit of the Christmas season. It is unfortu-
nate we can not see the elation and grateful 
expression on each child 's face as he re-
ceives your present. Jus t knowing you have 
brought joy to th ese children a t Christmas 
time will be a heart warming feeli ng that 
makes your work so worthwhile . 
NAVY RELI EF COURSE R EGISTRATION 
NAME __________________________________________ __ 
ADDRESS ______________________________________ __ 
PHONE ___________________________ SMC # ______ __ 
HUSBA ND·S NAME _______________________ RAN K ___ _ 
Please re.urn '0 SMC # 1882 
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Have a Ball 
on Our 
200th Birthday 
As October 11 dra ws near , June Lunney 
a nd her committee are busy putting the 
finishing touches on eve ry detail to insure 
another enjoyable Ball. Decorations 
Chairma n Sharon Lewis and her helpers 
have been working for several months to 
capture the the me, " Building on a Proud 
Tradition;' while e nhanci ng the loveliness 
of the ballroom. 
This year's Ball wiU be held on Saturday, 
Octoher 11 , in the Barhara Me itt Bal-
lroom. Ticket holders 8re reminded that 
cocktails will he served on a pay-as-you-go 
bas is in the EI Prado and EI Rancho Rooms 
from 6 p .m. - 7 p.m. Preceding dinner, the 
traditional military ceremony honoring th e 
avy 200th birthday will s tart at 7:30 p .m. 
in the ballroom. Dancing will begin a t 9:30 
p. m. and continue until 1:30 a .m. 
Dress for the ladies is long formal attire 
and dress for the me n is Dinner Dress Blue 
Jacket (LT and below may wear Dinner 
Dress Blues). Foreign offi cers may wear 
service dress uniforms and civilian guests 
may wear tuxedoes . 
Mr. Jerry LeBec of T rend Studios will be 
taking souvenir photographs. His package 
r---------------~~~~-"!"'''''!~~-'''!'-'''!''''"'--.... costs S5.00 and includes two 5·' by T' and 
UST TOOAY lind turte YOUR home IMtu~ In our four wallet s ize color prints. The pictures 
Ill., .... h.y w.y " HOlIES FOR UVlNG MAGAZINE" , 
HOMES FOR LIVING MAGAZINE 
rlct.r... ,ric" .... . 11 ,.rtluler . • • 
..... • .,.II.It .. '" .... NONTlUY .r ••. 
I. YOUa city • • r •• y ,I.ce I. tit. U.S.A. 
CALI. FOI YOUI FllEE COPT 
..... 1IIIod MONTHLY·NATIONAL 4"_ 
TRI·CITY 
REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE 
are paid for when ta ken and can be pic ked 
up at T rend Studios or mai led to you for a n 
additional 50 cents, if desired . 
Child care reservations may be made at 
the PS Child Care Cen.er or the Presidio 
Nursery. They will s tay open until 2 a. m .• 
bu. will charge Sl.OO per child for each 15 
minutes late pas t 2 a. m. 
In case anyone has missed the ti c ket 
sales and is interes ted in attending the Ball, 
contact Susan Storm , 37~795 1 or Susan 
Smith, 384-6668. 
See you at the Ball! 
l 
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AN OSWC FIRST 
By Janet Schwenke 
It is not unusual to see reports of the 
progress that is or is not being made by 
women toward economic and social equal-
ity with men. It is more uncommon and 
more quiet , but progress in the same direc-
tion is also being made by men. We have an 
example of this right here at the Naval Post-
graduate School. Monterey, where the Of-
ficer Students ' Wives' Club recently wel-
comed its first male member. 
From the lime an OSWC Welcome 
Aboard Committee representative called 
and found him with a broom in one hand. a 
mop in the other. and a feather duster in his 
hip pocket, Philip A. White decided he 
might as weU carry his role as spouse of an 
NPS student to its logical conclusion 
(Philip's wife, LCDR Linda J. White, is a 
student in the Geophysics/Oceanography 
curriculum) . Provisions of the OSWC by-
laws barred him from active or associate 
membership, and no other husband had 
previously sought to join the club. Mter 
discussions with club officers revealed his 
inte.nt to be both serious and sincere, Philip 
WhIle was deemed eligible for and awarded 
an honorary membership. 
.. It was definitely not a tongue-in-cheek 
move," says Philip, who regrets that work 




ticipation in the club. He feels that mem-
bership in OSWC is one more step in his 
rather unique capacity to appreciate all 
sides of Navy life. 
Before assuming his current role as a 
"Navy husband," Philip completed a dis-
tinguished 32-year career of his own in 
Great Britain's Royal Navy, from which he 
retired in 1970 as a Commander. He had 
The Commanders White. 
Elegance returns to the Dining Room furnished with 
Regalia. In the classical tradition, it utilizes careful scal-
ing, typically Italian overlays and fluted moldings. Two 
beautiful finishes, creamy ivory trimmed with pineapple 
yellow or a light fruitwood stain are offered. Also availa-
ble in Bedroom furniture. 
Hours - Dally 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM 
Friday 9:00 AM to 9:00 PM 
425 PACIFIC STREET, 
MONTEREY 
NeKt 10 PartUng Garage on Pacific St. 
& Calle Principal 
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met Linda a few years earlier when she was 
stationed in London, and their subsequent 
postage and transatlantic telephone bills 
had convinced them marriage was in order. 
I t was then that a major decision had to be 
made. Either Linda could retire and join 
him in London where he was working in 
oceanographic research, or he could come 
to the United States and follow her career. 
The "Commanders White" opted for the 
latter, and the choice has led to a whole new 
realm of experience for Philip. 
The difficulty encountered by some ser-
vice wives in finding jobs in each new duty 
post is not so much a factor with this service 
husband. Philip attributes his success in 
finding interesting work to expertise, per-
suasiveness, flexibility, and a well-
prepared resume, a list to which Linda 
quietly adds luck. At any rate, Philip has 
been employed over the past two and one-
half years as a motel night manager; as resi-
dent caretaker for the Van Allen Estate in 
Newport, Rh'ode Island; as a wine taster at 
the Monterey Winery; and in his present 
position as first mate and relief skipper of 
the oceanographic research vessel 
OCONOSTOTA, which operates out of 
Moss Landing. 
At Moss Landing, Philip is again doing 
the type of work to which he has devoted 
most of his life, As a 19-year-old ordinary 
seaman, Philip White was one of the sur-
vivors ofthe H.M.S. ROYAL OAK, sunk by 
continued on page 20 
SEurniture quare 
372-7766 







OUf country is such a wonderful place 
and wehave so many sights to show off. OUT 
everyday way of life is very relaxed (even if 
you are in school). We are a Cree nation with 
a lot to offer. 
Coming to our country are officers and 
their families from countries just as 'won-
derful who are interested in learning about 
our country and its everyday people. 
Recent arrivals are families from 
Canada, Denmark, Greece. Iran, Israel , 
Japan, Korea, Norway, Peru , Thailand and 
Venezuela. Coming soon will be families 
from Germany and Indonesia. Welcome all 
of you. May your stay be a pleasant one. 
What a trip around the world we could 
have right here at home! YOU can meet all 
these people and more by placing a call to 
me (363-6617). Our club is growing and we 
need many American members to sponsor 
our friends from other lands. 
Marti Anderson is our Country Coffees 
Chairman. She has contacted many of you 
about having a coffee. U you have not been 
contacted an,d wish to have a coffee please 
call Marti. Sponsors, let's get things going! 
Congratulations to L T and Mrs. Jose Re-
beiro and welcome Madalena, born August 
9, 1975. 7 lb •. 3~ oz. 






OF RUTGERS COLLEGE 
OF ENGINEERING 
NPS PRESS RELEASE 
Dr. Sydney R. Parker, chairman of the 
Department of Electrical Engineering at the 
Naval Postgraduate School, has been ap-
pointed dean of the Rutger University Col-
lege of Engineering. 
Prof. Parker joined the NPS electrical 
engineering faculty in 1966 and became 
chairman of the department in July 1970. A 
native of New York, he received his under-
graduate education at City College of New 
York and his master of science and doctoral 
degrees from the Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology, Hoboken, New Jersey. One of the 
most prominent Americans in his field, 
Parker has authored over 50 professional 
research papers and a major textbook, 
Principles of Control Systems E nP1If:eriTl{lf. 
He has been active in professional 
societies, and headed the Institue of Elec-
trical and Electronic Engineers' Circuits 
and Systems Society in 1974. He is the 
founder of the society's annual Asilomar 
Conference on Circuits and Systems. 
Parker is also a member of the New Yark 
Academy of Sciences, American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, Sigma 
Xi, and other genera1 and engineering pro--
fessional groups. He has recently returned 
from the USSR, where he visited many 
technical institues and universities as an 
official delegate to the Soviety prole .. iona! 
electrical engineering group, the Popov 
Society. 
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MONTEREY COUNTY SYMPHONY 
ASSOCIATION 
Th e Mont erey County Symphony As-
socia tion announces that season ti ckets are 
sti ll available for the 1975-76 series in Mon-
terey and Salinas . but the Carmel series is 
sold ou t and more than $1500 was refunded 
to applicants who could not be accommo-
dated in the 733-seat auditorium at S unset 
Center. 
The first concert of the series, October 
5th . opens with the Rosamunde Overture 
by franz Schubert. Th e you ng American 
celli st. Nathaniel Rosen. is featured in 
Dvorak' s Cello Concerto in B Minor and the 
major orchest ral work chosen by Conductor 
and Mus ic Direct or. Haymo Taeuber, is 
Beethoven'.s Symphony No.7 in A Major. 
Concerts are performed Sundays a t Mon-
terey Peninsula ColJege's Gym-
Auditorium: Mondays a t Su nset Au-
ditorium. Carmel: and Tuesdays in 
Madonna del Sasso Church, Sali nas. All 
performances are at8 p.m. It is hoped that 
the 164I-seat hallllearing completion in the 
new Salinas Cultural Center, will be ready 
for th e November concert. Acousticians for 
the hall are those who planned the fine Los 
Angeles Music Center. 
The November concert features Ro ma-
man pianis t. Valentin Gheorghiu, heard 
with Monterey County Symphony in the 
1973-74 season and acclai med for h is vir-
tuosity, In January, a young protege of 
Isaac Stern, violinis t , Inez Hass man, will 
perform Mend elssoh n' s Concerto in E 
Minor. 
Haymo Taeuber has chosen a unique 
program for the Bi cent ennial concert in 
Haymo Taeuber conducting. 
February wi th American composers a nd 
solois t. P ianist , Gila Karas ik , whose recen t 
appearance wi th the Bach Fes ti val brought 
glowing tributes from rev iewers, will per-
form th e Wes t Coast Premier of a piano 
concerto by Andrew Imbrie commiss ioned 
by her th rough a Ford Foundation grant. 
(I mbrie was also commiss ioned by the San 
Fra ncisco Opera Company to write an 
opera based on Wallace S tegner' s , " Angle 
of Repose,") Also represented in the Feb-
ruary concert are Alan Hovhaness and his 
composi tjon , " Myste rious Mounta in," and 
Charles Ives' Symphony No.2. 
Other major orchestral works chosen by 
Haymo Taeuber include Mozart" s Sym-
phony No. 39 in E flat Major; " Death and 
Transfi guration" by Wagner; "Variations 
on a Th eme of Haydn" by Brahms; 
" Rachmaninofrs Symphony No. 2 in E 
Minor" ; "The Rosenkavalie r Suite" by 
Richard S trauss; "Le Coq d 'Or" Introdu c-
tion and Wedding Procession, b y Rimskii-
Korsakov and "The Sorcerer' s Apprentice" 
by Paul Dukas. 
A brochure listing concert programs and 
dates. and applica tions for ti cke ts will be 
mailed upon requ es t. Writ e the Symphony. 
Box 3965. Carmel , CA 93921. or call 
624-8511 for information. 
_Oi .IIS OM YOUR UFE illSURAliCE1 
HOW MUCH1 WHAI 
BUY1 SELL1 HOLD1 
Think of life insurance as port of your overall cop~al plan. Because it is. 
So it's subj ect to the some kind of periodic analysis and evoluo~on . 
"Buy, Sell, and Hold" decisions apply to life insurance contracts just os much os they do to the 
other elements of your investment program. 
Dean Witter can help you toke a fresh look at your current insurance needs in relo~on to the rest 
of your capitol planning. We can help you determine if you need more, less, or different kinds of 
insurance. We can also show you how annui~es - on often-overlooked form of insurance contract 
- can give you greater control and flexibility in your planning. 
For more i nformo~on send the coupon or call us direct. 
William H. Scanlon, Mgr. , Dean Witter & Co. 
750 Del Monte Center, Monterey, CA. 93940. Phone 373-1861. 
o I would like iii copy of your life insurance brochure. 
o l-would be interested in attending iii lecture on life insurance analysis. 
N.me ____________________________ _ 
WInER Address ________ ___________________ _ City/State/Zip _________________________ _ 
Phone ____________________________________________________________ _ 
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GYMNASTICS exercise, discipline, and social contact in actualizing himself as a total person. 
ON THE PENINSULA 
Not only do the students receive gymnas-
tics instruction, but also, they are given 
ballet lessons weekly by one of the leading 
dance coaches in the field, Patricia Wester. 
Her goal is to create better gymnasts rather 
than ballet dancers. She helps gymnasts to 
become less s tiff and tense by understand-
ing their bodies better for freer movement. 
Patsy feels ballet is a necessity for gymnas-
tics from the earliest level for 1) better car-
riage of the head on the balance beam and 
floor exercise, 2) softer hands and arms, 3) 
knowledge of the body placement for better 
balance and anticipation of error on the bal-
ance beam, and 4) to provide a good dance 
foundation for strength in the knees, ank-
les , and the feet - especially the Achilles 
t.endon - to reduce injuries to these areas. 
According to Patsy, the part-owner of 
Gymnastics. Inc. realized that the Unired 
States had to combine dance with gymnas-
tics from the lowest age and ability level. 
The U.S. can no longer wait until the com-
petitive level to teach ballet if it wishes to 
produce champions. This is one of the pilot 
programs in the U.S. which makes ballet an 
integral part of the gymnastic instruction 
from its creation. 
Does your child spend more time on the 
bars and rings than he does eating his 
lunch? Does your toddler need an outlet for 
all the energy he has that you don't? Or 
maybe you have always wanted to know 
how Olga Kachut really does those tricks on 
the gymnastics equipment? 
This past June, Don Covington joined 
Gymnastics Incorporated as director and 
head coach. Don comes to the Peninsula 
well qualified and experienced in this field . 
His background includes coaching the 
Mannettes Gymnastics Club, which won 
consecutive junior national and national ti-
tles during the four and one-half yeats he 
coached there. Joann Moore Rice, 1972 
Olympian and four time national champion, 
and Ann Carr. the highest qualifier in the 
recent Pan American games, were two of 
his Mannettes. 
Don's educational philosophy is the same 
whether the participant is a three year-old 
in movement education or a champion 
competitor. He believes that through sports 
people can develop a strong self-discipline 
at each age level, which they will be able to 
carryover to their personal lives. According 
to Don, through gymnastics, one should be 
able to develop the strength, flexibility, and 
ability to concentrate necessary to deal with 
many difficult situations in life. He builds a 
strong foundation through solid progres-
sions so that slowly his gymnasts move from 
a simple skill to a firm movement. This 
training emphasizes strength, endurance 
and flexibility, which insure minimum ac-
cidents and injuries, and maximum s'uccess 
and self-confidence. 
What Don hopes to develop here for the 
Monterey Bay area is a wide program to 
fulfill the needs of many individuals. First , 
he hopes to establish a quasi-recreation 
program , probably meeting twice weekly, 
for s tudents to learn to do some gymnastics 
while getting good exercise, fun and in-
creasing their self-confidence. Secondly, 
there would be an intermediate level where 
more serious students move ahead, possi-
bly to the level of high school competitions. 
The third level would be a highly competi-
tive level going from beginners to inter-
mediate to advanced with a total commit-
ment and discipline between the parent, the 
child. and the coach . This third level would 
involve a minimum of two and one-half 
hours daily, six days per week. 
Classes are c~ordinated by age and ac-
cording to physical ability. For three to six 
year-olds. there is an excellent c~ 
educational movement education program 
where tlthey develop how the body fits into 
its environment and they try to find through 
experiences their immediate potentials." 
The child. will know what he can do but feel 
no social ramifications or lack of prowess 
where he has not been successful. Move-
ment education includes jumping and land-
ing, crawling, running, skipping, animal 
movements, a variety of rolls, balancing on 
beams, climbing on bars, trampoline and 
various other challenges. Success-oriented 
with an emphasis on free movement. the 
child releases energy, has fun, and brings 
out positive feelings about himself. 
Beginning with six year-olds, there are 
various ability levels from beginner-
beginner to advanced for boys and girls. 
Both sexes use the trampoline, vaulting, 
and tumbling, as well as the competitive 
apparatus, that is, the rings for the boys and 
the balance beam and uneven parallel bars 
for the girls. The same positive attitude 
prevails in this age group. 
The evening adult classes operate on the 
same philosophy of slow solid progressions. 
Whether a penon's need be some recrea-
tion, therapy to improve his mental at-
titude, fitness, or an eg~challenge to really 
conquer some difficult skills on the gymnas-
tics equipment, one is sure to gain from the 
WHAT IS COUROC? 
It's fine quality giftware and serving 
pieces, hand inlaid with brass. stones, 
wood and coins. Couroc is manufactured 
exclusively on the Monterey Peninsula in 
a variety of designs. It is the perfect gift for 
your gift giving needs as wetl as a per-
sonal momento of the Monterey area. 
At present the club has appeared in the 
Seaside July 4th parade, put on exhibitions 
daily in the Monterey County Fair, partici-
pated in the Carmel Mission Fiesta and will 
be visiting many of the area public schools 
to do demonstrations of their skills. The 
club is located at 590 California Street in 
Sand City, but hopefully, in the near future, 
enrollments will increase so that they will 
be able to move to a much larger facility. 
For further information call 899-4141. 
At The Second Look we offer you slightly impertect - but fine quality merchandise sold at 
factory-to-you prices. Our supply is varied and attractively displayed. " you haven1 seen 
Couroc, we invite you to come by and start your Christmas shopping early. You" be pleased to 
know we have boxes to fit each piece for your mailing convenience. 
THE SECOND LOOK 
The Couroc Factory Store 
Mon.-Sat. 11-5 510 Broad_v 899 4442 
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IULEIDOSCOPE '75 
Kaleidoscope '75, a n arts and crafts show 
sponsored by the Night Owls Chapter , 
Children's Home Society, will be held 
Saturday a nd Sunday, October 25and 26. a t 
Exposi tion Hall , Mont erey County Fair-
grounds. Th e hou rs are from 10 a.m. to 5 
p. m. each day. 
More than twent y- five exhibitors will he 
displaying their crafts . which will include 
leather arts , macrame , weaving, crochet, 
jewelry, cera mics, stru ned glass , decorative 
plas tic wear , pottery. decoupage, wooden 
jewel boxes, dolls' clothing, baker's dough 
Christmas decorations, needlework, and 
other ite ms too nu mecous 10 mention. TIlcre 
will be something to appeal to all shoppers. 
Th e Night Owls th emselves will al so have 
space to sell houseplants, bags of a1l kinds 
(bike. tote. flight , backpacks, etc.), and a 
large assortment of pillows . All items have 
been made by the me mbers of the ight 
Owls chapter . 
TradjtionaJ with the Kaleidoscope are the 
doorprizes and the KaJeido- rafne . The 
Ka leido-rafne this year again features a 
qui lt of full bed size made by the Night Owl 
Chapter members . Rafne ti ckets for this 
beautiful piece and other items may be 
pu rchased any time during the two-day 
show. 
(OON" in ard brol'i~ .. . 
"ntis yea r, for the firs t time. Wilda Simp-
son a nd the Marimba Serenaders will p ro-
vide ent ertainme nt for the shoppers . The 
Marimba Serenaders are 13 childre n, ages 
8- 12, who are representative of th e eth nic 
make-up of the Alisal Ele mentary Dis trict, 
Salinas, California. Th ey have appeared 
throughout the s lale of Cali fornia a nd have 
received several ci ta tions for their artis try. 
TIle Lunch Box will be ope n again Ihis 
yea r, where shoppe rs will be able to enjoy 
a n expa nded menu of hot dogs and chips 
a long with home baked pies, cakes, and 
cookies . 
lllese shows each year help to support 
the child welfare services offered to our 
communi ty by the Children's Home Soci-
ety, whose local offices are loca ted at 444 
Pearl S treet in Monterey. Th ese services 
include the adoption of relinquished chil-
d ren and counseling for their adoptive par-
e nts , counseling for family si tuations in-
volving parent-child proble ms, and services 
to un married mot hers, their children, and 
sometimes the fa th ers of these children. 
The Night Owls Chapter is the ne wes t of 
the five Pe ninsula chapt ers. and is made up 
mainly of women e mployed full tim e in a 
career s tatus . 
• UM'Ol .T thr rr.a~ ~'f" m"f' kno~ll as . . . 
A MOST FASCINATING FUR lT URE STORE 
Daily to 5:30 . Friday til 9 
Ample Parking 
Free Decorator Service 
Prompt Delivery 
Convenient Terms 
1228 S, MA IN - SA LI NAS 422-9007 
(just off Blanco Road) 
• IMPORTED & DOMESTIC KNIT FABRICS 





• Custom Fitted 
Patterns 
• Basic Knits 
• Lingerie 
• Sweaters 
• Swim Suits 
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A trip to Carmel Valley's own 
Monterey Pottery Shop is a " must" 
while living on the peninsula. As 
a un it activity arrangements may 
be made with the proprietor , Rud i 
Marzi, for a gu ided tour of his 
shop , This tour will afford you the 
pleasure of seeing the fascinating 
steps involved in creating the 
beautiful Mo~terey Jade, This 
famous pottery is a wonderful 
remembrance of Monterey, 




is open daily 9,30 to 5,30 
and is located in Carmel Valley at 
Del Fino Place 
Telephone 659·2967 
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LITTLE 
THEATRE 
By Joan Sosn icky 
Las t month, th e N PS Litlle Theatre once 
aga in treated us to a delightfully charming 
children 's play entitled the " Pale Pink 
Dragon. ,. The young and en thus ias tic audi-
ence thoroughly enjoyed the colorful cos-
Hllnes. sparkling sets and vivacious acting 
done by all the cast. l1al5 off to all involved 
for a nother fine presentation. 
Now, after hardl y having tim e to catch ils 
breath s ince their las t produc tion, th e Little 
Theatre"s Reading Comm itt ee is busy por-
ing over scripts trying to select an exci ting 
three-aci adult drama to be presented on 
the weekends of November 14-15 a nd 
November 2 1-22. Please be sure to mark 
these dates on your calendars so you won't 
miss the fine en tertainment. 
Si nce we are " between" plays, I feel that 
this is a fin e opportunity to take time to 
mention and give credi t 10 some of the men 
who have done so mu ch to help with the 
success of the NPS Little nIeatre . Mos t of 
these men either are now or were previously 
affiliated with the military. A large number 
of the group are or recently were s tudents at 
N PS. So, as you can see, you can find the 
time to get involved if you so des ire. 
I am mentioning these men not only to say 
"thank you," but hopefull y to s timulate an 
interes t out there in some other males with 
theatrical tale nt so that they might step for-
ward and help us out with future produ c-
tions . 
I realize that my li s l may be incomplete, 
and I wish to apologize to anyone whose 
name may unintentionally have been omit-
ted. 
L T J im Boland , who is in the Mechanical 
Engineering program , has been actively in-
volved in set cons truction for a number of 
shows. 
L T Jim Campbell has acted with the 
thea tre group. His most recent role was that 
of "Poutchiekin" in "The Pale Pink 
Dragon. " J im is in the Electrical Engineer-
ing program. 
Dental Technician Second Class Scott 
Cas tner has acted in variou s production 
including "Gigi" and " The Pale Pink 
Dragon." 
L T Fred Dennis has been in charge of 
selling tickets for num erous children 's 
plays. He also was a dancer in "Gigi . ,. 
L T Larry Foss, who recently received his 
B in political science, has had major s ing-
ing and acting roles in several prOduct.ions 
incJuding "Cigi ." 
CDR J. C. Hale (reti red) is not only the 
Treasurer of NPS Little Theatre, but he 
was also house manager for the "Pale Pink 
Dragon" and has acted in many plays. 
Jim Hariman. an instructor in operations 
ana lysis, is actively involved in play produc-
tion. 
CDR Donald (Red) Layton (retired), an 
aeronaut ical engineering ins tructor , has 
designed th e sets for sevt!ral productions. 
LCDR Howard Lewit (retired), a data 
sys tems tech nical associate. has been in-
volved with virtually every phase of theat.re 
including acting, directing, ticketing and 
props. 
L T Denny McCormick, who is in the En-
gi neering Electronics program, has been 
involved in various aspec ts of theat.ri cal 
work including his mos t recent job as s tage 
manager for "The Pale Pink Dragon. " 
L T Tom Phillips, who is in the Weapons 
Systems Engineering program. has actively 
been involved with set construction and 
stage crew for numerous plays. 
LT Jim Olsen, an aeronautical engineer-
ing student, was the Lighting director for 
several plays. 
L T Steve Pilnik, another Weapons Sys-
tems Engineering program student, has 
done ticket selling, set construction. and 
was most recently technical director for 
" Jack and the Giant." 
L TCOL Larry Sparks (retired), our Re-
creation Director here a t IPS, has ass is ted 
in the production of many plays including 
"Gigi . " 
Paul Trujille, who is employed by Public 
Works, has been the theatre house manager 
for various major productions for many 
years. 
Hospital Corpsman J erry Welling has 
been cos tume director for several shows. 
He most recently designed th e cow cos tume 
for " Jack and th e Giant." 
Some of th e above-mentioned lefr t.his 
las t quarter, and next quarter more will 
leave. So fellows, if you have any interest in 
t.heatre a nd can spare some time, please 
join us. We need you! 
palace stationery 
Headq\Yrters for 
Furn it u re Typewriters . Sal e s and Service Slide Ru le Parts 
464 ALVARADO 
FREE PARKtNG IN REAR 
375-2685 
The Mole Hole 
Take a little extra time to track us down. It's worth 
it. You 'll discover unusual gifts in good taste from 
everywhere in a quaint setting. 
Anniversary Special 10.- October. Fr" 
shipping chargn USA on slngllilams 
01 $10 0.- more. WI gift wrap and mali 
10.- you. 
McFarland Court - ,san Carlos & 6th , 
Lower level, rear. MoniSM 10-5. 
, Phone 624'-8200 • 
MONTE~EY 
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• Dining Out: 
The Perip atetic Palate 
by Paille Butler and Sue Moody 
OUf waistlines are continuing to stretch, 
as we continue to discover that Peninsula 
restaurants are impressingly good. We do 
have some which have not impressed us, 
but we are amazed to discover the number 
and variety of restuarants available in a 
community this size. It 's great. 
Two family-run places we've recently en-
joyed are the SWISS TAVERN (Lincoln 
Lane, Carmel) and the CLAMBOX (Mis-
sion, between 5th and 6th, Carmel). In both 
restaurants the husbands are chef while the 
wives serve out front. Both places were de-
lightful, friendly, with good service, and 
with very good, not too fattening entrees. 
But here the resemblance ends. lust open 
in May, the Swiss Tavern, which serves just 
18 at a time, offers eight entrees with a daily 
special. All entrees are served with soup, 
salad, very sour bread and sweet, curled 
butter. Desserts are extra. The Jaeger 
Schnitzel was excellent - light and good -
and the vegetables served with it crisply 
cooked and very fresh. Just right. The Vea! 
Cordon Bleu was heavier, and without 
enough ham and cheese interior for our 
SERVICES 
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. tastes. The soup was a good cream of mus-
hroom, and the salad had an excellent home 
dressing. Homemade (just made) Apple 
Strudel was extra-light, not too sweet, and 
super. • 
The Clambox is larger and well estab-
lished here, with a large turnover each 
evening. Here, too, the entrees included 
soup (a delicious clam chowder spiked with 
the merest hint of curry), salad, and potato 
or rice. We thoroughly enjoyed our salmon 
and sole. There were a large number offish 
selections (32), with also some meat choice 
and children's platters as well. The food 
was delicious, the service excellent and 
very efficient, and our evening's meal very 
pleasant. Both meals were under 120, in-
cluding tip and tax. 
As we stated earlier, we feel not all our 
meals have been worth their price. Both the 
ELEGANT ROOSTER (across from El Es-
tero on Aguajito) and the SCANDIA (Ocean 
Ave., Carmel) disappointed us . The Eleg-
ant Rooster is a pleasant enough restaurant, 
but the food was too ordinary for SlB.OO. 
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Scandia was our waitress, who was ex-
tremely pleasant, friendly, and helpful . 
Perhaps if she had prepared our meal it 
would have been warmed through com-
pletely. Although supposedly Scandina-
vian, the restaurant offers few such 
specialities. The owner is Iranian. The 
salad dressing was very mediocre, and for 
118.00 we decided we deserved better. A 
glass of California port at the Carmel Wine 
Cellar lifted our spirits. 
The CLOCK GARDEN (585 Abrego, 
Monterey) is another moderately priced eat-
ing place. The meal comes with soup (a 
delightful, tarllemon), and a fresh wedge of 
iceberg lettuce with house dressing (varia-
tion on a bleu). Both the Vea! Vallarta and 
the Baked Chicken Sauterne were delici-
ous. Even the coffee seemed extra fresh. 
The decor here is fun, funky, imaginative, 
and casual. We also appreciated the back-
ground musak. Lunches and Sunday 
brunches are served here as well, and out in 
the garden when the weather permits. 
We tried L'ESCARGOT (Mission and 
4th, Carmel), for more French food. It was 
very good, but the French Poodle remains 
our favorite for French food. The salad or 
soup was extra, and although the salad itself 
was very crisp, fresh romaine, the dressing 
was mediocre vinegrette. We've done bet-
ter at home. The entrees themselves were 
very good, wi th special accolades to the Ris 
de Veau (sweetbreads), and the Poule a la 
Creme (chicken in a cream sauce with mus-
hrooms and truffles). The sauces for both 
these dishes were incredibly good, rich and 
fattening. Rice and peas were served with 
the meal, also good bread and sweet butter, 
unwrapped and thrown on the plate brick-
form. Reservations must be made here, and 
it is possible to phone ahead for special 
dishes. The restaurant itself is like a very 
delightful, simple French country inn. The 
coast was about 125.00. 
We disliked CONSUELO'S (361 Light-
house, Pacific Grove). The service was 
quick and efficient, the Victorian decor en-
tertaining, the bill less than $10.00 (with 
beer) , but the food itself was bland, soggy, 
and greasy. Also, we were seated in a small 
room with no ventilation and three heavy 
smokers at lhe next table. It was really quite 
bad . Incidentally, while thinking Mexican, 
we revisited TIA MARlA and were less im-
pressed this time. The service was slow and 
the food watery. The view, as usual, was 
super. 
For a change of pace we "went Japanese" 
at SHABU-SHABU in Carmel Plaza. 
Kenny, owner and chef, also designed and 
buih this charming Japanese country inn. 
We removed our shoes and sat on floor pil-
lows, but there is a room with tables for 
those who prefer. The service is relaxed, 
and the food delicious. We enjoyed the 
Sukiaki and the Shabu-Shabu. The latter 
was cooked at our table, and tasted as good 
as it sounded being cooked. At the end we 
enjoyed the delicious soup from it. With 
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NAVYBLEU 
By Nancy Barto 
TIle Birthdays are upon us ! The United 
States Navy will be 200 years old this year 
and next year, this country will be celebrat-
ing its bicentennial. What better opportun-
ity for this writer to share with 
CLASSMATE's readers recipes' from all 
parts of the U.S. The trend of this column 
has been to categorize foods and this 
month, the emphasis will be on main dis-
hes. The exception will be the firs t entry, 
which, while not a main dish , comes from 
the heart of "bicentennial" country. Enjoy 
your trip around the states via this month's 
Navy Slell. 
BOSTON BAKED BEANS 
2 Ib5. pea beans 
~ lb. salt pork 
2 medium onions, diced 
I lb. light brown sugar 
14 c. molasses (opt.) 
Soak beans overnight. Parboil (l T. salt) 
till ski n blows (45 min. ) Alternate ingre-
dients in pot. Bake at 250 to 275 about 7 
hours. Add water occasionally if cooked 
uncovered. 
CREOLE JAMBALAYA 
2 T. butter, 1 T. oil 
2 onions, chopped 
I clove garlic, chopped 
I slice ham, cubed (approx. Ih cup) 
3 tomatoes, chopped 
Ih c . tomato juice or I 80z. can tomato juice 
salt and pepper pinch of thyme 
Dash of chili pepper 
I bay lear 
4 c. chicken broth 
I c. rice 
1 c. raw shrimp, cleaned 
I c . crab meat, (opt.) 
1 c. frozen or cooked lobs ter tails, cu t in bite 
s ize pieces , (opt.) 
I 113 c. cooked chic ken , diced 
2 Italian sausages, cut in slices and fried 
until well done (opt.) 
4 oz. sherry 
In a large pot, saute garlic and onions in 
butter a nd oil. Add ham. \Vhen onions are 
brown, add tomatoes and tomato juice or 
tomato sauce. Add bay leaf and season 
generously with salt , pepper, thyme, and 
chili pepper. Simmer for 10 minutes. Then 
add chicken broth. Wh en mixture boils, 
add ri ce. After 15 minutes. add sausages 
and shelUish. Add chicken and th en add 
crab meat at the las t minute. S tir frequently 
until rice is tender. Add a wine glass of 
sherry. Cook 5 minut es longer and serve 
with crus ty warmed French bread, Brie 
cheese, and a salad. Serves 8 to 10. 
Regional Favorites 
CORNED BEEF AND CABBAGE 
4 to 5 Ibs. corned beef bris ket 
I clove garlic 
2 whole cloves 
IO whole black peppers 
2 bay leaves 
lib. string beans with ends trimmed 
8 medium carrots, pared 
8 medium potatoes, pared 
8 medium yellow onions 
1 medium cabbage, cu I inl o wedges 
2 T. butter or margarine 
chopped parsley 
Mustard Sauce or Creamed :\1ustard 
Wipe corned beef with damp paper 10-
wels. Place in large kettle: cover with cold 
water. Add garlic, cloves, black peppers. 
bay leaves. Bring to a boil. Reduce hea t: 
simmer 5 minutes. Skim surface. Cover 
kettle; simmer 3 to 4 hours, or until beef is 
fork tender. Add carrots , potatoes, onions 
and string beans during th e las t 25 minutes. 
Add cabbage wedges during the last 15 mi-
nutes . Cook vegetables until just tender. 
Slice corned beef thinly across the grain. 
Serve with Mustard Sauce, Cream Mus-
tard, or plain mustard. 
MUSTARD SAUCE 
2 egg yolks 
V2 t. dry mustard 
I t. lemon juice 
3 T. Dijon mustard 
I V2 c . heavy cream 
sail 
white pepper 
Beat egg yolks with dry mustard. Add 
lemon juice slowly and beat until thic k. :\1ix 
in Dijon mustard and trick.le in the cream, 
!!l tirring with a woode n spoon. Season with 
sail and pepper to taste. Refrigerate for 
one hour or more. 
CREAM MUSTARD 
t. prepared mustard 
sa lt 
pepper 
few drops lemon juice 
:y.. 1. Dijon mustard 
V2 c. heavy cream 
) 'lix together prepared mustard. lemon 
juice. and Dijon mu stard. Add heavy 
cream. plain or whipped. lillie by lillie. s tir-
ring vignrously ullt ilth e sauce is well com-
bined. Salt and pepl)er to tasle. 
















































It had been two weeks sin('e Jane had 
s larted her new make-up rouline and al-
ready she cou ld see definite resuhs. She 
was taking a cosmetics course in a series of 
four classes with as long between classes as 
she felt it would take her to digest and in-
corporat e the training given . The first les-
son was on complexion care and the i mpor-
lance of following a routine both morning 
and night. Jane noticed that her complexion 
was free from bumps and blem ishes and 
had taken on a creamy soft texture. Even 
the wrinkles she had noticed developing 
around the eyes seemed to have disap-
peared and the oily zone around the nose. 
forehead, and chin was much less so. She 
THE CLASSMATE 
looked al the !'chedu le thai had lit'en ('a re-
fu ll y planned fur her a nd n'memllt-red what 
her ins truc tur had sai": 
"The face is a network uf mu!Odes. and 
like any oth er Illu~dt' of Ilw hudy. if neg-
It·(·ted will 11('('0111(" flahhy and :'taggy. II re-
{Illires exerci!Oes. tn keep its firm. youthful 
lone. And complexiun ca re is a routine. II 
must be fu llowed faithfully in nrder for good 
results to cOllle abuut. It is nut !Oumething 
you can do once a week and expect good 
results. It must Le done daily." 
Then she had given Jane a li s t of exer-
c ises 10 do to lone up the face and throat 
area. and also for the eyes . 
Well. Jane was a beli ever. She had al-
ways taken care of her face fairly well but 
some times she had been just 100 tired at 
12:00 a.l11. to remove her make-up or to put 
any kind of night cream on before retiring. 
Sure. s he had had her share uf blemishes 
but she thought they were just something 
some people had 10 put up with. However. 
after talking with her ins tructor and seeing 
th e results of good make-up techniqu es in 
just one lesson. she had made up her mind 
Ihal she would stick diligently to the rou tine 
and try to mas ter the techniques. She had 
been very fait hfu l. John helped her on the 
night s she th ought she miglll cheat by re-
minding her. She had inves ted her muney in 
OSWC NEEDS YOU! 
The more you study in our 
profession, 
the smaller the class . size 
You know well. The midnight oil. The sacrificed 
evenings. The lost weekends. All on top of trying 
to earn a living, raise a family, maintain a home. By 
no means everyone's cup of tea . But we paid the 
price .. . and we know our business: professional 
financial planning. Was it worth it? Yes, because 
we respect our profession. Yes, because we 
respect our clients. And yes, because we respect 
ourselves. How else could we provide a lifetime 
of service? 
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the products and she wasn' t going to just let 
them sil. S ince then, she had felt gui lt y if 
8he ('veil thou ght of shirking her routine. 
She th ought about that firs t lesson. She 
had learned Ihal you should s tay with one 
line lIf cosmetics for basic skin care. En-
hancers such as eye shadow, lips tic k, a nd 
blu sh were different. TIley could be a vari-
ety of different bra nds. But cosmetics com-
panies make their basic complexion care 
products wilh ingredients which compli-
ment a nd int eract with one another. ll1ere-
fore. if you are mixing products from two 
differe nt cosmetics companies . neither 
company can guarantee good results and 
you Illay even be creating a problem for 
yourself if the different chemicals don't 
mesh. They could cause a reac tion on your 
sk in. 
The fo llowing are thesleps and directions 
given Ja ne for good complexion care: 1) 
Cleansing Cream: Cleansing cream is ad-
vised over soap and water because it does 
not s trip the skin of moisture and oils . When 
left on for 10 to 20 minutes, it softens the 
hard cover over pores and works the dirt up 
10 the surface where it can be ti ssued off. 
Remember that most soaps contain an al-
kaline substance which, when cleaning the 
body. is beneficial because it s loughs off the 
oul er layer of dead skin and leaves the body 
clean. But it can also leave th e body dry and 
itchy iflolion is not used aft er a bath . When 
soap is used on the face, it does not clean 
deep into the pores and it strip the face of 
moisture and oil for a period of time until the 
s kin aga in starts to lubrica te itself. During 
this period of dryness the skin is stretched 
tight and minute "stretch marks" begin to 
form. As this is done over a period of time, 
these "stretch marks" become visible 
wrinkles. Cleans ing with cleansing cream 
will never leave the face in such a condition. 
When a pplying cleansing cream, use the 
tips of the fingers and work firmly but very 
gen tly in small circular motions over the 
entire fa ce and throat. except in the eye 
area. This will work the cleansing cream 
into th e pores and will lift dirt to the surface. 
Always work a round th e eyes as if you had 
glasses on, us ing onl y products specified for 
use on eye area there. Work back and forth 
over the mouth and chin a rea. Keep the 
elbow eleva ted to chin height. This takes 
the "pull of gravit y" off the ha nd because 
the weighl of Ihe hand is absorbed by the 
elbow. Never scrub and rub the fa ce. Th en, 
tissue off the cleansing cream by drawing 
the folded ti ssue upward agai nst the grain of 
th e face . This opens the pores a nd gets the 
dirt ou t. After one wipe of the ti ssue use a 
clean portion of you r tissue. Never use a 
dirty ti ssue. This could spread dirt and in-
fection to oth er portions of the fa ce. 
Ma ny women say they do not feel clean 
us ing just a cleansing cream and this brings 
us to our second s tep. 2) F r esh e ner (o r 
o ily, n orm a l, a nd dry skin : After you 
ti ssue off the cleansing cream, take abou t 7 
cotton balls, saturate them with freshener 
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Jane Doe continued 
and go over the face until you no longer have 
any dirty residue showing on the cotton ball. 
This will give you a freshly-washed feeling 
without the dryness and will completely 
clean the face. Never put make-up on over 
any kind of dirt, and never use cleansing 
cream as an under make-up moisturizer as 
it will clog the pores if not completely re-
moved. 
AN INTERVIEW WITH 
Mr. J.P. Jones By Nancy Barto 
Never use an astringent even if you have 
oily skin. Astringents contain alcohol and 
dry up all facial oils and moisture. Even if 
you have oily skin you still need some oil in 
order for the skin to be healthy, There are 
fresheners for oily skin on the market that 
do not contain alcohol. If you have an oily 
zone in the center of your face but dryness 
around the outside, use the freshener for 
oily skin through the middle and the 
freshener for normal to dry skin for the out-
side areas. If you have very oily skin thereis 
an oil-blotting gel on the market which 
would be worn only in the oily areas. Now 
the face is ready for step three. 3) Wrinkle 
Minimizer: (if needed) This is just one of 
the names given to this product. You may 
know it as pore minimizer, make-up tex-
turizer, etc. However, when applied as di-
rected, usually by saturating 8 cotton ball 
with the solution and wiping it over the face, 
this will help soften and fill in wrinkled 
areas such as under the eyes and where 
crows feet form. It will also do the same for 
large pores. This gives the face a smooth . 
texture and prepares the face for make-up 
base which will give a much smoother and 
more youthful look. 
- Cheri Holyoak 
This year, the United States Navy is 
celebrating its bicentennial birthday. In 
keeping with the trend of commemoration 
and reminiscence, CLASSMATE has ob-
tained an exclusive interview with the man 
most often heralded as the father of the 
military force that boasted "wooden ships 
and iron men. " We salute the U.S. Navy 
and COMMODORE John Paul JONES. 
We are not at liberty to disclose the 
means by which we were able to interview 
Mr. JONES. However, we do solemnly 
swear that the following information is as 
accurate as can be imagined. 
CLASSMATE: "Mr. Jones, will you 
begin by filling our readers in on your early 
background? Your birthplace, early emp-
loyment, and eventual calling to the sea?" 
JONES: "Aye. I am a Scotsman by birth, 
you know. I was born in 1747 in Kirkbean 
Parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, Scotland . 
. When I was a wee lad of twelve, I worked in 
the employ of a Whitehaven merchant as 
apprentice. I saw no bright future there, so 
after a period of five years, I decided to go to 
sea. " 
CLASSMATE: "What was your first bil-
let?" 
JONES: "I served three years as mate. I 
was but nineteen years old at the time." 
CLASSMATE: " We understand you 
commanded the merchantman JOHN dur-
ing 1769 and 1770 and it was events during 
that command that brought you to America. 
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Could you elaborate on that?" 
JONES: "We were at Tobago, in the 
British West Inwes, and my crew mutinied. 
Perhaps it was the length of the deploy-
ment, who knows? At any rate, the ring-
leader came at me and happened to fall on 
my cutlass. My closest acquain tances ad-
vised me to go to America. " 
CLASSMATE: "It was cert";nly to our 
benefit that you made such a decision. 
Where did you first set foot on American 
soil, if I may take the liberty since we were 
still under the King at the time?" 
JONES: "I came to Fredricksburg, Vir-
ginia. At-that time I added JO ES to my 
name. " 
CLASSMATE: " How did you happen to 
be commissioned in the United States 
Navy?" 
JONES: "I had, from the very beginning, 
espoused the colonies' cause, and the Con-
tinental Congress consulted me concerning 
the organization of a navy. In December of 
1775 I was commissioned a lieutenant in 
that newly formed Navy." 
CLASSMATE: "You served as first 
lieutenant on the ALFRED. Is that ship sig-
nificant in naval history?" 
iONES: " Aye. She was ftrst to fly the 
Continental "Pine Tree" flag." 
CLASSMATE: "Will you state events 
that led to ¥our obtaining command of Le 
BONHOMME RICHARD?" 
JONES: " In 17761 was promoted to Cap-
t";n and commanded PROVIDENCE. In 
1777 and 1778 while commanding 
RANGER, I cruised around the British 
Isles doing a great amount of damage to 
their shipping. On April 23, 17781 captured 
the British sloop-of-war DRAKE. It was 
then I went to France and King Louis XVI 
gave me command of DURAS. She was re-
named Le BONHOMME RICHARD in Ben 
Franklin's honor." 
CLASSMATE: "You have often been 
quoted as having said, uI have not yet begun 
to fight." Did you, in fact, say that, and if so, 
will you tell our readers the circums-
tances?" 
JONES: "I did indeed. From August 14to 
October 3, 1779, BONHOMME RICHARD 
and three other vessels under my orders, 
again made a circuit of the British Isles, and 
on September 23rd, I defeated and cap-
tured SERAPIS. I lost my own ship, how-
ever, and when the capt";n of SERAPIS, 
seeing my ship going down, asked, "Have 
you struck?" I replied, HI have not yet 
begun to fight." We may have been small in 
comparison, but we certainJy were not 
without courage." 
CLASSMATE: "In closing, would you 
care to comment on the current Navy?" 
JONES: "When yoo 'r. the beat, you 
speak for yourself, don't you?" 
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By June Lunney 
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Which Was Our First 
National Flag? 
AlrnnSI everyone identifi es Be tsy Ross 
with th e first A rnerican flag. However. her 
thirtee n s larred flag was nol lI sed until 
1777. In fa('1. some experts say tha t th e 
s iury th a t she even made th e firs t s la rs a nd 
s tripes is a myth star ted by he r descen-
dants . I nSleaci. th e "Grand Union Flag" or 
"Crea t Union Flag" first identifi ed our 
s hips a l sea and was th e national fla g for OUT 
troops on land from 1775 until 1777. Th e 
Grand Union Flag has thirt een s tripes and 
th e crosses orst. George and 5 1. And re w{or 
the Union lack) in its canton . Alt hough thi s 
flag was never offi c ially authorized by Con· 
gress. it was widely used a nd is cons idered 
our firs t national flag . 
Paul Jones was the firs t to officiall y hois t it. 
During th e commiss ioning of the first s hips 
in the U.S. Navy, on December 22, 1775, 
Jones spread to th e breeze th e firs t Ame ri-
can Naval Ensign. He is late r quoted as 
saying, " 1 hois ted with my own hands the 
flag of freedom the firs t time it was di s-
played on board th e ALFRED in th e De la w-
are; and I have attend ed it ever s ince wi th 
veneration on th e ocean." 
Th e relevance of the Grand Un ion to the 
his tory of th e Navy li es in the s tory that J oh n 
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11Ie name that means the most in motorhornes. 
The Winnebago Indian has taken more people to more fun places than 
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Whites con~nued 
a German U-boat in the early days of World 
War II. Today hjs car hears Florida license 
plate ROYL OAK, and the entrance to his 
home is adorned with a sign bearing the 
same title. He attends periodic reunions for 
survivors of the ROYAL OAK as well as 
crewmen from the Germap submarine 
which sank her. 
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• . . 
After being commissioned, Philip chose 
to make diving his field of specialization. 
This work led him to such unusual adven-
tures as salvaging a Russian bomber from 
the bottom of a German lake. and starring 
(indirectly) in motion pictures. In one case, 
his entire diving team was loaned to a 
British film-making company for use in the 
movie, Silent Enemy, in which Philip dou-
bled for actor Lawrence Harvey in under-
water scenes. He played the hero, half his 
team played the "good guys," and half the 
"had guys" in 8 mock battle inside a sub-
merged airplane. 
Squareriggers Sail Again 
At the time of his retirement, CDR Philip 
White was Superintendent of Divers for the 
Royal avy, with the Admiralty in London. 
He set up procedural interactions and ex-
change programs with the United States 
Navy that are still followed. This experi-
ence made him in his words, "no stranger to 
the United States" or to its Navy when he 
married Linda and became a part of both. 
Linda will graduate in 1977. and the two 
of them will be off again. Wherever they go, 
chances are "Navy husband" Philip White 
will continue to makea name and a place for 
himself in a way of life few men choose to 
enter. 
(NA VNEWS) ... This city should long 
remember its next Fourth of July celebra-
tion . On that day, the 200th birthday of the 
United States, more than 100 windjammers 
from all over the world will crowd into New 
York Harbor, providing the nation with one 
of the more spectacular events marking its 
Bicentennial. 
The review, named Operation Sail 1976, 
will consist of the largest assemblage of 
squareriggers the world has witnessed 
since the early lSOOs. Invitations to partici-
pate have been sent to the world's navies. 
merchant marine schools. marine 
museums, and private ship owners. To 
date, representatives of 17 countries have 
accepted . TPey are expected to furnish 
more than 100 ships, twelve of which are 
three a nd four-masted windjammers, 200 
feet or more in length. 
The July 4th review will last four hours 
from the time the initial ship gets underway 
in the morning to the time the las t ship 
completes the voyage up the Hudson River 
to the George Washington Bridge, the end 
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2. Do you have the feeling that your dull, lifeless hair is 
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of the trek. 
A U.S. Navy aircraft carrier, as yet un-
named, will act as reviewing ship . In addi-
tion, more than 60 other U.S . and foreign 
naval vessels are expected to be in the re-
viewing line. An estimated 3,000 pleasure 
boats are expected to crowd the waterway 
along the route. 
After remaining in New York four days. 
the fleet is expected to separate into a 
number of flo tillas and pay port calls to as 
many as 20 other U.S. cities before return-
ing to their home ports. Among the cities 
expected to host the flotillas are Boston. 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charles ton, 
Savannah, Jacksonville, Miami, 51. 
Petersburg, Seattle and Honolulu. 
The Operation Sail organization, a non-
government, non-profit group, is comprised 
of saili ng enthusiasts, retired Navy and 
Coast Guard officers. maritime officials and 
an ever increasing crew of volunteers. An 
International Naval Review featuring an 
undetermined number of U.S. Navy and 
foreign naval vessels will complement this 
Bicentennial festivi ty while in New York. 
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La Mesa's Paths of History 
By Janet Schwenke 
I n thi s bi centennial year. it is not diffi cult 
10 find reminders of our nation's history and 
the men who played a part in it. Residents of 
the La ~lesa housing area. however. have a 
speciaJ reason 10 be conscious of our ~aval 
heritage. All we have to do is open our eyes 
and look around us, for we live surrounded 
by an impressive roU call of the country's 
wartime heroes. 
Leahy, Spruance. Ricketts. ~Ierv ine -
th e names we see and use every day have 
significance of th eir own besides being part 
of our addresses. Each s treet is named after 
a man, and each man made his own uniqu e 
contribution to our present s tyle , place, and 
way of Life. 
For five of the men so honored , it is espe-
cially filling that a s treet in a ' avy housing 
area in California s hould bear th eir names. 
Th ese five men played a part in the initial 
acquisi tion of California from Mexico in 
1846. LT A.H. Gillespie, USMC, was a per-
sonal emissary to the Wes t Coast from the n 
President Polk. who with Captain Fremont 
and tGt Carson headed the California Ba t-
ta lion of I' foreign residents" of California. 
mos tly Americans. who s parked war with 
~1exico by ri s ing against the natives in 1845. 
With Fremont as commander. the Ameri-
ca ns us ing the "Bear Flag" had taken 
Sonoma and proclaimed a Republic of 
California. With the California Batlation 
also was Joseph Warren Revere. grandson 
of Pau l Revere. Gi llespie and Revere coop-
erated with Com modore S loat in taking 
possession of :\lonterey. Sloa t senl a sum-
mons of surrender ashore 10 the comman-
dant at ~lonterey July 7, 1846, and a t 10:00 
a. m. landed 250 seamen and marines under 
CA PT William \lervine who took posses-
sion without opposition and formally 
hois ted the American nag. Mervine subse-
quently served as military com mandant of 
;\1 0n terey. 
Overall supervision of the cOIHlu es t of 
California, which was primarily a naval op-
era tion, lay in th e hands of Commodore 
Ja mes Biddle until 1847 when he passed it 
over to Commodore Irvine S hu brick. SllU b-
rick rapid ly concluded matters. securing 
captured territories and subduing remain-
ing hoi spots of :\l exican opposit ion. 
In addition to his service as comma nder 
Dr. Bender's School of Music 
Lessons lor Children and 'Adults in Piano and Organ 
Guitar (Classic, Folk, Modern) and orchestral Instruments 
M1LlTARY RATES 
Located between Postgraduate School and Del Rey Oak. 
531 Hannon Avenue 
Monterey 
FAMILY TERMS CALL 
372·7857 
------.... F 
of the Am erican Navy in the Pacific. Biddle 
is reme mbe red as th e ma n who look formal 
possession of the te rritory of Oregon for the 
United Slales. 
On August 19. 1818. he rai sed th eA meri-
ca n fl ag and nailed to a tree a plaqu e which 
read " Ta ken possessio n of in th e name and 
on the behalf of the Unit ed S ta tes by Cap-
tain Ja mes Biddle commanding the Uni ted 
Sta tes s hip ONTARIO. Colu mbia River. 
August 1818." 
Biddle went on 10 make a pioneer expedi-
tion to China. )lervine became commander 
of the Pacific Squadron. Revere retired 
from the ~avy to parli('ipale in the gold rush 
of 1849. returned lO armed service as a gen-
eral during the Civil War. and finaH) settled 
aga in in California to develop a ranch near 
Sonoma. 
@l1J. DAVID .:" 
FAI<RAGUT •• •• 
F'A RRA,lIT c.. E II 
T HE. V"lIOtJ F£.e:~1' 
l lo) 1" "'~ 9ArTc..E 
of NEW orUAIII 






One of the major architects of the Union 
victory in th e Civil \Var was David Farragut, 
the first officer in the nited Sta tes l avy 10 
achieve Ihe ra nk of Admiral. Farragut first 
went to sea as a midshipman a t the age of 
10, and held his first command as a prize 
master a t 12. Despite suspic ions surround-
ing his Southern birth, he rose to promi-
ne nce in the nion Navy with his unconven-
tional and effec tive me thods of warfare 
based primarily on all-out offensive moves. 
He is perhaps best known for his parap-
hrased and popularized command. "Damn 
th e torpedoes - full speed ahead'" 
In a le ite r to his wife. Farragut set forth 
his baltle philosophy: "as to being prepared 
for defeat, I certainly am nol. Any man who 
is prepared for defeat would be half-
defeated before he commenced. I hope for 
success; shall do all in my power to ~e('ure it 
a nd trus t to God for the rest." 
When he was past Ihe age of60. Farragut 
engineered the Western Gulf Blockading 
Squadron that cut off Confederate supply 
routes and allowed land forces undf'r Grant 
and others 10 achieve u h it .. Ie Lllion \iic-
tory. 
He nry Howard Brownell. a t admirer 
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ADM Halsey, standing 2nd from the left, beside GEN MacArthur, signed the Japanese 
surrender document on board the USS MISSOURI. 
ticular, captured the Admiral's attention by 
paraphrasing in verse the latter's "General 
Orders." In order to grant Brownell's desire 
to witness a naval battle at first hand, Far-
ragut secured for him an appointment as 
master mate. From there he advanced to 
commissioned officer ranks and was at-
tached to Farragut as personal secretary. In 
that position he wrote many eloquent poems 
of combat and earned the title UBattle 
Laureate. " 
Commander of one vessel participating in 
Farragut's bloc kade was W.T . Sampson. 
Sampson further distinguished himseU in 
the War with Spain in 1898, du ring which he 
sat on the board of inquiry regarding the 
sinking of the MAINE, which precipitated 
declaration of war. He was placed in chief 
command of the US naval fleet in that con-
fuct. 
Sampson helped establish the location of 
the Prime Meridian in Greenwich, England, 
and of especial significance to us, was on 
the board that established the first Navy 
War College in Newport, Rhode Island, in 
1885. 
RADM Charles Wilkes was another naval 
par ticipant in Civil War hostilities, but he is 
primarily remembered for his explorations 
and expeditions conducted before the war, 
which laid much pioneering groundwork for 
today's modern, scientific Navy. Under-
taken by a special act of Congress for the 
purpose of gairVng information that would 
further commerce, the Wilkes Expedition 
into the Antarctic and Pacific in 1838-42 
collected massive meteorological a nd hyd-
rographic data on the areas, as well as 
charting some 280 Pacific islands. 
When speaking of the modern scientific 
Navy; it is impossible to overlook the con-
tributions of ADM Albert Abraham Michel· 
son, one of the nation's most outstanding 
physicists. The perserverance and single-
minded dedication which marked his r~ 
search later in life came to the fore in his 
repealed efforts in the face of repeated re-
jections to gain appointment to the Naval 
Academy. Finally his doggedness won ou t, 
and he spent the remainder of his career 
conducting research under the auspices of 
the Navy, first as student and then as 
teacher, in the field of the velocity of light. 
He developed the inferometer, and estab-
lished the length of the standard meter. He 
was also president of the National Academy 
of Sciences. 
ADM A.A. Michelson with the inferometer 
he developed and his equation for deter· 
mining the velocity of light. 
Continuing on into more modern times, 
several more streets in La Mesa take their 
names from major participants in the 
Pacific arena of World War II . ADM 
Raymond Ames Spruance participated in 
the first raid on the MarshaU Islands, led by 
ADM William Halsey. He commanded the 
northeas t group in the defense of Midway, 
from which he advanced to com mand of the 
US fleet in the area and on to overall control 
of the Gilbert Islands operation. He pres-
ided over the final complete conquest of the 
Marshalls, the capture of Guam, Iwo Jima, 
and the invasion of the Philippines. Called 
"an officer of exceptional poise, judgment 
and abilities," he was to lead most of the 
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great amphibious enterprises in the Central 
Pacific and finally at climactic Okinawa. 
He melded a unique combination of sub-
marine and air support power in his battle 
slrategies that enabled him to inllict grave 
damages on the Japanese fleet. 
Also under Spruance in these Pacific bat-
tles A OM Charles K. Bergin distinguished 
himself in the most advanced position as 
commander of the destroyer MONSSE , 
screening battleships and cruisers from 
submarine attack. He thus had first chance 
at approaching aircraft. Destroyer Division 
106 earned commendation for the number 
of Japanese war planes downed. I n more 
recent times and in more pertinent relation 
to us, ADM Bergin served as superinten-
dent of the Naval Postgraduate School from 
196.>-64. 
ADM Spruance relinquished control of 
the US fleet in the Pacific just prior to the 
invasion of the Philippines, in order to par-
ticipate in planning for an amphibious inva-
sion of Japan itself; plans terminated only 
by the end of the war. Command passed to 
ADM Halsey, who took what then became 
the3rd fleet and made it into an outstanding 
vehicle of devastation to Japanese posi-
tions~ Halsey chose the lime and place for 
the crucial Philippine invasion, and by 
means of his Fast Carrier Task Force con-
ducted cover strikes against the points of 
attack, knocking out resistance to 
MacArthur's ground troops who then 
moved into the area. He carried out his 
" leap frog" pattern of efficient air strikes 
throughout the Solomon Islands, the 
Philippines, and on to Formosa. It was at 
Guadalcanal that the BOISE, under the 
command of CAPT Edmund Joseph Moran 
sustained grave damages in prevention of 
bombardment of the island, and sank a 
large part of the Japanese fleet in the area. 
For his actions he was awarded the Legion 
of Me.-it. 
_ ..._ .. 
---
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A reconnaissance mission that turned 
into the successful capture of the Admiralty 
Islands was led by ADM Fechteler, who 
thus aC(luired for the Allies a valuable har-
bor and access to New Guinea. He later 
headed an attack group against Japanese 
aircraft carriers and landed the I Corps in 
the Battle of the Philippines. 
oelOg servea,L'"OI1ar 
companied the ladies through the salon and 
the "Ms. L. Boutique." A most attentive 
group we were as we received many com-
plimentary hair care, make--up, and fashion 
tips. We were extended every courtesy, and 
we all were invited for a conditioner and 
complete make-up analysis. Thank you 
Leonardo and Mrs. Lare for being perfectly 
gracious and charming. 
Larry and Loretta Selgelid welcomed MB 
53 couples into their home for "our fearless 
leader" Larry's wetting down party. Larry 
was both amused and a bit skeptical as he 
received all of the appropriate gag gifts and 
of course was traditionally "wetted down" 
able to move with more-l<icltlty IOWattt-o-re 
ultimate victory. Just prior to the end of the 
war Halsey was granted his wish of long 
standing, to initiate bombing raids against 
Tokyo. The final unconditional surrender of 
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Japan took place aboard his flagship, the 
MISSOURI , in Tokyo Bay. 
While Halsey, Spruance, and the others 
were conducting the war at sea, their prog-
ress was carefully watched and their 
strategies directed by a new organization in 
Washington developed by and under the 
control of President Roosevelt. This was 
the Joint Chiefs of Stalf, presided over by 
Roosevelt's own wartime chief of staff, 
ADM William D. Leahy. Leahy, a former 
Chief of Naval Operations. had retired in 
1939, but returned at Roosevelt 's request in 
1944 and assumed the rank of Fleet Ad-
miral. One of Leahy's successors as Chief 
of Naval Operations was ADM Claude V. 
Ricketts. Ricketts also worked in the de--
velopment of this country's guided missile 
system. In World War II he was damage 
control officer aboard the WEST VIR-
GINIA, sunk by the Japanese raid on Pearl 
Harbor. Ae worked out a method to right 
the hulk underwater, making ultimate sal-
vage possible. 
• .... u'~i ~UA-nU ·wi"~'\..Lt)H 
By "Bernie" Carlson, 2739 
The month of August was ' an active one 
for the Coast Guard Officers' Wives' Oub. 
Tuesday, August 5th, an open board 
meeting was held at the home of Lois 
Acker, our secretary-treasurer. We took 
this opportunity to explain our purpose to 
the new Coast Guard wives in the area. We 
also discussed the upcoming election of of-
ficers and explained the functions of each 
office to the new girls. 
Saturday night, August 9th, the Coast 
Guard wives, their husbands, and invited 
guests all met at Fisherman's wharfin Mon-
lTlt:-r;~T .;-w-.... ~~.'!::.'! ~::-;-.:;: ..... _.:-' 1 '-' ...... ~ ... ... 1 ...... 
proach our nation's 200th year. Perhaps it 
has also triggered echoes that will sound 
with our footsteps as we walk La Mesa's 
paths of history. 
Ph-. 373-071. 
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THE LIFE AND DEATH OF 
JEFF BURNS AND TOM GOSSEN 
There's a s iory that's told 
of two daring men 
Who fought many wars 
and were l en out of ten. 
One was Jeff Burns. 
a full-blooded Yankee 
The ot her. Tom Gossen. a boy frolll Be. 
They'd conquered th e earth. 
every inch of its land 
Then wilh eyes howard the sea. 
they stood on the sand. 
To conqu er the deep and all il s surprises 
Would be the trophy of trophies . 
the prize of all prizes. 
The idea just made 
their hungry mouths drool, 
So toge ther they ent ered 
Postgraduate School. 
THE WONDERFUL WICKS 
THEATER PIPE ORGAN 
MOVIES NIGHTLY 
Family Fun Starts 
at 6 P.M. 
VISIT THE FAMOUS 
TONIC ROOM 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
I"'\.n r-., ...... . 
They conditioned thei r minds 
10 do acrobatics 
With severa] branches 
of high mathe matics. 
By day and by night 
they heightened their fury 
Over books by DiPrima and 
Powers and Duxbury. 
Aft e r hours and hours 
in Neumann and Pierson, 
Jeff said to Dennis, 
" Hey. bring me a beer, son." 
And when his acoustics 
was in his head Oawless, 
Tom said th e ve ry sa me thing 
to you ng Wallace. 
The slOry so goes. 
these two Ocean s tudents 
... -.~t"U"-"'"e.''' . ..... ~ .... l-...... lClHCI;' >JC U C ICl1 
Orders . "In order to grant BrowneU's desire 
to witness a naval battle at firs t hand, Far-
ragut secured for him an appointment as 
master mate. From there he advanced to 
commissioned officer ranks and was at-
tached to Farragut as personal secretary. In 
that position he wrote many e10quent poems 
of combat and earned the title "Battle 
Laureate ... 
Commander of one vesse1 partic ipating in 
Farragut's blockade was W.T. Sampson. 
Sampson further dis ti nguished himself in 
the War with Spain in 1898, during which he 
sat on the board of inquiry regarding the 
sinking of the MAINE, which precipitated 
.......... 1 .. .... . : .... _ ~ r . . _ ,. . -
PIANO INSTRUCTION 
b eginn ers or advanced 
Renee & Lyn Bronson 
M em b.r MTA C and H artnell Colle g e Facul ty 
M i litary Rates Call 625-0797 
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Had a s mall prob le m d e termining pru-
dence. 
When the time finally came 
to decide on their theses, 
(And agreeing that thi s 
was a big bunch of feces,) 
Please listen now close 
as IOPENL Y TELL IT, 
They chose to research 
the whale fecal pe lle t. 
Through the ensui ng « uaners, 
by night and by day 
Aboard the Acania 'twas anchors aweigh. 
The whole North Pacifi c 
they rode brimy foam 
Gathering sa mpl es and bringing them 
home, 
Till one day these two 
we re in for a jolt, 
The acania 's c rew s taged a revolt , 
They seized Tom and Jeff and 
ti ed them with ropes 
And chanted toge ther, 
"Overboard with these dopes!" 
Yah, it was two salty dogs, 
ove r the side, 
In Davy Jones' Locker 
is where they both died. 
Ti ed to their bodies 
were SO pound weights, 
Down there in the deepl 
there are no pearly gates, 
The only things pearly are 
twe nty-foot clams 
With inte rnal mass of 
one scillion gram s, 
And powerful jaws that sure 
didn't ti c kle 
As Tom and Jeff ente red 
the nutri ent cycl e. 
Th e Oesh of their bodies 
fed aU of the c ritt e rs. 
The thought of it a ll 
ju st gives me the jitters , 
If you think all this 
is an extravaganza 
You jus t go ask Professor Traganza , 
Two navies elch lost 
a Li eutena nt Commander 
() (ore bluntl y two navies 
each du mped a banane r). 
I think we s hould drink 
to thei r last promotion 
"Cause there'lI be no promotion 
on the Ooor of the ocean. 
I n the first place, their Navies 
were turnin ' and tossin' 
When they gave l)rOmotions to Jeff Burns 
and Tom GOSStll. 
But here we a ll a re hoth 
healt hy and hearty . 
Let's drink to .hem. 
after all it's their party, 
Thi s ballad was written by LCDR Larry 
Friese on the recent promotion of two fe llow 
section s tudent s LCDRs Tom Gossen and 
J eff Burns_ 
• 
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The Socially Speaking Column is going to 
make some changes . We'd like to encour-
age that all articles be written in a more 
informative style. Also, social news does 
not have to be restricted to sections. If your 
former shipmates, squadron members. or 
college classmates happen to get together 
for parties,let us know about it. If anyone is 
planning a particularly interesting or un-
usual activity, write it as a feature article 
and we will use it as the feature of the col-
umn. This is your column and its success 




By Diana Olden 






TREND STUDIO PHOTO 
SECTION MB 53 
By Shir lee l\l onteith, 2847 
649-3244 
The ladies of MB 53 received royal treat-
ment indeed during an evening reception at 
the Leonardo Del Monte Salon. While de-
licious hors d'oeuvres and champagne were 
being served, Leonardo and Mrs. Lare ac-
companied the ladies through the salon and 
the "Ms. L. Boutique." A most attentive 
group we were as we received many com-
plimentary hair care, make-up, and fashion 
tips. We were extended every courtesy, and 
we all were invited for a conditioner and 
complete make-up analysis. Thank you 
Leonardo and Mrs. Lare for being perfectly 
gracious and charming. 
Larry and Loretta Selgelid welcomed MB 
53 couples into their home for "our fearless 
leader" Larry's wetting down party. Larry 
was both amused and a bit skeptical as he 
received all of the appropriate gag gifts and 
of course was traditionally "wetted down" 
... & .u.\ ......... J.. .... . ,,' .. ~ ... ..... c.. \'J ' r " ",,' .~_~I.. • ..1, 
MZ 61 had a busy month of August. I.. George Bates, Steve Kowalick, Scott 
began with a reception held at RADM an~ Beachy, Pat Muldoon , and Oke Shannon. 
Mrs. Linder's quarters. It was a beautiful, All present were from USNA class of 1966, 
day and we gathered for delicious hors-- so Oke Shannon was appointed author for a 




SECTION PL 54 
By Poppy Mellard, 1916 
373-6550 
Section PL 54 spent a pleasant evening 
this past quarter in the home of Charlotte 
and Harry Korrell. It was readily apparent 
that everyone enjoyed the fine food and be-
verage provided by the Korrells, as well as 
the conviviality of classmates . 
Another outing enjoyed by members of 
the section was an evening of good food and 
entertainment at the Cannery Row Dinner 
Theatre. The performance was a comedy 
entitled "Light Up the Sky," and, to be 
sure. some comic relief was most welcome 
after a long week of classes and studying. 
Our thanKs go to Gini Wicker and Doris 
Townsend for arranging this relaxing night. 
COAST GUARD WIVES CLUB 
By "Bernie" Carlson, 2739 
The month of August was' an active one 
for the Coast Guard Officers' Wives' Club. 
Tuesday, August 5th, an open board 
meeting was held at the home of Lois 
Acker, our secretary-treasurer. We took 
this opportunity to explain our purpose to 
the new Coast Guard wives in the area. We 
also discussed the upcoming election of of-
ficers and explained the functions of each 
office to the new girls. 
Saturday night, August 9th, the Coast 
Guard wives , their husbands. and invited 
guests all met at Fisherman's wharf in Mon-
·- r-·· .r .. __ _ ~ _ .. J,. • ..1 . ....... ~ ......... UJ ..... ...... ~ ••• 1 ..... 
on the weapons Engineering program on 
October 22 at 0903. This is for all wives 
interested in a closer look at "A day in the 
Life of a Naval Postgraduate Student. " See 
you there! 
After the reception, the section joined for' _____ _________ _____________________ --, 
crab night at the club. 
Moira Castle, wife of Australian Army 
CPT Mike Castle, placed second in the Re-
creation Department's tennis tournament. 
We' re proud of you, Moira. 
"Sel'villg La Mesa 
for 1 2 years" Call 375-9519 TODAY 
Pauletta Peters and Diana Olden wen'--:-:,~,------_ .... __ 
hostesses for a huge buffet luncheon at tht 0. 
Outrigger on Cannery Row. We werv "'· 
pleased to welcome Astrid Rostad, new tl 
2 WEEKS FREE SERVICE 
TO READERS OF CLASSMATE 
the area from Norway and a guest of Bjoerg 
Haukeli. An added bonus to our luncheon 
was five beautiful ferns donated by Mon-
terey Savings and given as door prizes. 
ATTENTION ALL REPORTERS: 
THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING 
ARTICLES IS THEIST DA Y OF EACH 
MONTH . PLEASE SEND THEM DI-
RECTLY TO MY SMC, #2517. 
THANK YOU! 
MA 53: A barbeque was thehighlightofour 
August couples get-together for the sec-
tion. This time the entire family took part in 
the fun of volleyball, badminton and good 
food. The day was sunny and Dave and 
Pat Mozga/a's backyard was buzzing. 
CG: The August luncheon at the La Pleya 
Restaurant. 
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CG: Who said it's cold? 
METEOROLOGY 
OCEANOGRAPHY 
XM 54: Demonstrating how well they fit 
around a coffee table are (I to r) Ray 
Godin 's arm, George Schwenke, Ed Maas, 
Pam Lubeck, Sandy Pafferson, Marie 
Godin, Wayne Pafferson. 
t ("'\,-.,... •.• - .. 
THE CLASSMATE 
SECTION XM 54 
By Jane t Schwenke, 2231 
Section SM 54 came out of hibernation in 
lale August with a housewarming and bar-
beque at the home of Olaf and Pam Lubeck 
in Marina. The guests seemed to take the 
invitation to "warm" the house literally, as 
all but one couple present at the party 
brought gifls of candles! After a delicious 
dinner (during which the section spurned 
the diningroom and demonstrated how well 
our depleted ranks fit around a coffee table) 
we joined the other guests in a spirited dic-
tionary quiz game which increased all our 
vocabularies considerably! Despite 
crowded academic schedules for both the 
men and the wives (most of whom are enrol-
led or planning to enroll at iPS), we hope to 
increase our future social activities. 
XM 54: Pam Lubeck opens a particularly 
appropriate candle! 
PIANO INSTRUCTION 
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NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS 
Y 61 
By Arden Cann 
649-8225 
" National what?" you say? To introduce 
ourselves. we are a new curriculum, Na-
tional Security Affairs Area Specialis ts, to 
be exact, having joined the school in July. 
There are 13 men (plus 13 wives and ump-
teen kids) who, after graduating, will jour-
ney to such far-flung areas as Thailand, 
Norway, Portugal , Iran and Japan, to serve 
as Assistant Air Attaches or Area 
Specialists, Eleven of us are Air Force 
families, the other two Army, We have 
joined the avy only recently, for only a 
brief time. 0 if we seem a bit bewildered at 
first - trying to call Civil Engineering in-
stead of Public Works, or wearing our best 
beach wear to a "wetting down" party (we 
call them promotion parties) - just re-
member, we're new to your "family." 
We began the new school year off right 
with several "getting to know you" parties, 
Academic Advisor Dr. Frank Teti and his 
wife Glenna officially welcomed us to the 
school with a get acquainted bash for stu-
dents and faculty at their beautiful home in 
Monterey. Professor Teti gave all the wives 
tips on making our homes into plant and 
bird sanctuarys like his, Jim and Barbara 
McDonald had the class to a Wine Tasting 
Party at their newly-unpacked home in Cas-
trovilJe -lots of wine to sample with plenty 
of goodies made by Barbara. And we all got 
the 50 cent tour of their home! Barbara Klix, 
wife of Class Commander Richard, or-
ganized the wives at a get together in her 
home in August. We made plans to work on 
our "dress-a-doll" and coordinated our 
monthly functions for this year, 
And last but not least - we have a 
champion in our class! Congratulations to 
Jacques Rondeau for winning the school 
Racquet Ball championship. Look out, NPS 
- Dick Klix is taking tennis lessons! 
OPERATIONS 
ANALYSIS 
SECTIONS RW/RX 52 
By Karol Connan, 2996 
384-5060 
Horseshoes, hamburgers, baseball and 
" kids" of all ages were the combining fac-
tors for a successful class picnic held at 
Toro Regional Park in Salinas. The big 
event of the day was the confrontation bet-
ween teams led by Jerry Grigsby and Tom 
Gatliffe on the baseball diamond. The final 
score was 10-8, with Jerry Grigsby's team in 
the lead. 
Leonardo's of Del Monte was host to a 
cocktail party to acquaint the ladies of the 
section to their new owner and staff, Not 
only does Leonardo's provide excellent hair 
care, but also clothing and cosmetics in the 
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new Ms. L. Boutique. This occasion was 
entirely social, but in the future we are look-
ing forward to a return visit for a complete 
hair and make-up demonstration. 
A Wetting Down party, hosted by LCOR 
Larry Bu cher was held at the Monterey 
Yacht Club. With Monterey Bay at hand , 
Dave Warren , Gary Johnson, and Paul 
Gorman succeeded in properly welling 
Larry down! Thanks to Larry and Sue for all 




In keeping with the concept of bringing 
classroom theory and operational technol-
ogy together , the Curricular Office for 
Weapons Engineering, ASW. and Under-
water Acoustics in.itiated a program 
wherein all students travel one to two days 
each quarter to a military-oriented activity. 
Past Quarterly visits by ASWlUnderwater 
Acoustic students have been to the Under-
water Seas Center and Naval Electronics 
Laboratory Command in San Diego, Naval 
Torpedo Station in Keyport, Washington, 
the Naval Air Station, Moffett Field, and 
the Naval Facility, Point Sur. Weapons En-
gineering students have visited recently the 
Naval Ship Weapons Engineering Station, 
Port Hueneme, and the Naval Missile 
Center, Point Mugu. According to the trip 
report, the Commands were well versed 
and ready for the invasion of weapon stu-
dents , but the 'O'Club - was not. Anyone 
for "dead bug?" 
With the commencement of the second 
quarter, we welcome the new students to 
the Weapons Engineering and Underwater 
Acoustics programs. Represented in these 
programs are the countries of Venezuela, 
Greece, Canada, Republic of Korea and Is-
rael. To aid our international representa-
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tives , U.S. volunteers from the other sec-
tions are helping to get them settled and to 
make the transition as smoothly as possible. 
A promotion party was recently held in 
the Curri cular Office for our new Lieuten-
ant Commanders and their families. Con-
Weapons: A scene from the picnic held at 
Taro Regional Park. 
Weapons: A wine and cheese recep tion 
held in CDR Hine's office to congratulate 
the new LCDRs. 
gratulations to Tom Barry, Joe Harford, 
George Bates, Steve Kowalick, Scott 
Beachy, Pat Muldoon, and Oke Shannon. 
All present were from USNA class of 1966, 
so Oke Shannon was appointed author for a 
Shipmate Magazine article. 
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Congratulations are in order too for our 
newly selected Lieutenants . David P. Hals-
ted, Patrick W . Kelly, Norine A. 
Prochas ka , Richard F. Sontheimer. When 
are the wetting down parties gang?? 
The summer picnic al Toro Park was a 
super spectacular. With nearly four 
hundred in presence (where did all those 
kids come from?), beer, wine, coke, s teaks, 
hamburgers, hot dogs and too, too much 
salad and dessert provided more than ade-
quate energy for the adult and kiddje 
games. The "Prestigious Trophy" for socko 
excellence was awarded to section WS42 
which captured the coveted crown after a 
trying season and demanding play-off. Well 
done to all the people who arranged the 
babysittjng, food and beverage, adult and 
kiddie games, and the great weather. 
Our next major party in Weapons, ASW 
and Underwater Acoustics will be in 
January ~ our dark ages cocktail party. 
The program manager for this event tradi-
tionally comes from the September arrival 
so hopefully they have party expertise. Our 
ovember or December- edition should 
have all the details. 
Welcome to the new ASWCurricular Of-
ficer - LCOR Bob Willems from the USS 
STEINAKER (OD-863). Farewell to LCOR 
Don Sprouse who departed for the USS 
KlTIY HA WK (CV A-63). 
Congratulations to Carol Jaramillo, one 
of our two great secretaries in the Curricu-
lar Office in recognition of her superior per-
formance. 
On October 15 at 2000, there will be a 
Welcome Aboard reception hosted by CDR 
Hine and LCDR Willems for all incoming 
wives . There will also be a tour through 
Spanegal Hall and a lecture by CDR Hine 
on the weapons Engineering program on 
October 22 at 0903. This is for all wives 
interested in a closer look at "A day in the 
Life of a Naval Postgraduate Student." See 
you there! 
"Se,-villg La Mesa 
for 1 2 years" Call 375-9519 
TODAY 
" (). 
WATER CO NDITIO NING 
2 WEEKS FREE SERVICE 
TO READERS OF CLASSMATE 
NOTHING TO BUY 
NOTH ING TO SIGN 
MILITARY WIVES AGREE 
YOU NEED SOFT WATER 
NO CHARGE FOR ECONOMY 
SERVISOFT INSTALLATION 
IN LA MESA VILLAGE 
MONTEREY PENINSULA WATER IS HARD! 
Find out what soft water can do for you ! Clothes come clean er ... colors brighter . . . diapers softe r 
... T-shirts are white for a change ... dishes and silver sparkle ... Use PURE SOAP a nd SAVE 
MONEY .. , Call today . 
- - ----- " The only wa t er nicer comes fro m clouds" ------ -
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IX 44 
By Ceci Sh e rida n 
Before going their separate ways for June 
break, IX44 wives mel at the home of Nancy 
Mitchell, where she and Grete Unhjem 
were the hostesses for an afternoon coffee. 
The gourmet hjghlights included swan-
shaped cream puffs. learned in the 
Shutter's cooking class, and also Grete's 
famous Norwegian almond cakes. Don't 
worry, girls, absolutely no calories! 
Also in June Patrick Barry (newest 
member of the family of Tom and Sally 
Barry) was introduced at a surprise shower 
given at the home of Georgia Lee Taylor-
and Sally thought she was going to play 
bridge! 
Couples bridge was at Tim and Lois 
Winter's, and Lois put one of her many 
talents to work in providing prizes . We ac-
tually thought it was a bottle of wine until 
the wick showed from the top. hut it turned 
out to be a beautiful candle disguised as a 
bottle of wine. Oh. yes , Arch, "seven no" is 
OT a demand bid. 
Mter a lazy July, the month of August 
was begun with another surprise shower 
given at the home of Nancy Mitchell in 
honor of Lars Mark U nhjem, who joined the 
family of Mark and Grete Unhjem . Grete's 
parents had been visiting from Norway and 
were able to come to the shower. Everyone 
enjoyed meeting them and especially learn-
ing about the customs and traditions of 
Norway. 
One of the section's shining lights is the 
lX44 socko team, the " Sub Optimums." 
Although off to a rather slow start, the team 
is gaining speed - maybe not SPEED, but 
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momentum - and if they keep up their 
current pace, possibly might not finish las t. 
Come on out, girls, a nd help cheer your men 
on to victory. 
WT 52 and WE 52 
By ftlary EUe n He nry 
While midterms descend and the socko 
season winds down for the guys, section 
wives plunge into faU projects. The Christ-
mas season is coming all too quickly for 
those involved in the Museum of Ar t Festi-
val of Trees . Ou r treeof"Famous American 
Women" is beginning to take shape, thanks 
to the creative design work and sewing tal-
ents of the group. We all look forward to 
seeing tlle completed project - decorating 
the tree is half the fun - come early De-
cember! 
The thea tre calls us also as Cathy and 
Mike Gazarek and Mary Lou and Steve PH-
nick help put the finishing touches on the 
latest children's production "Jack and the 
Giant." We hear the cow steals th e show-
and already the work begins on the next 
play and the next . .. 
But amid the work sessions, there's still 
time to play. We all enjoyed the warm hos-
pitality of Marian Johnston at a shower 
given for S",e Parsons and the newest 
member of our group, one month-old Andy. 
Despite the hea t, the weapons picnic 
proved to be great fun - good food, good 
company ... hear! hear! The ovenfolk did a 
GREAT job with steaks and brew - and the 
wifely contributions of salads and desserts 
proved that teamwork can be delicious if 
not fattening! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• % ••••••••••••••• 
Ha rtnell & Webster Monterey. Ca li fornia 
Telephone 372·0371 
CORSET SHOP 
CORSETS CUSTOM FinED 
BY REGISTERED CORSETIERS 
and 





MATERN ITY SUPPORTS 
ElASTIC HOSE 
"U "JeT one Toof" 
••..•.....•• • ••••.•....•....••••.......•••.......•••...••. 
WHY We will wash and supply 
diapers for you. 
Give diaper service as a l ift - We have gilt certificates 
BaB€€ Ol -O€€ S€RVIC€ 
710 a m aOOR a V€ . . S€a SrO € 
t€L€p h on € 899- 2000 
WE FURNISH DIAPERS, CONTAINER & DEODORANT PICK·UP & DELIVERY 
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WS 44: Unda Shannon opens gifts for her 
new son Cory. as Georgia Williamson wIVts 
to assist. The shower was hostessed by 
Georgia. 
WS 44: The group collects for a mug shot at 
Fran and George Bates ' Pot I.JJck Supper. 
WS 44: Fred Marce" , traffic director for WS 
44. gets things under control at the Pot 
I.JJck. while John and Ellen Plett, Georgia 
Williamson. and Betty Marcel look on. 
~WRG6 
~ANCROFT W ~ 





! CARPETS AND DRAPERIES 
, MONTEREY COUNTY'S LARGEST SHOWROOM 
OF QUALITY CARPETS & REMNANTS 
........ ...... .,., .. 
CARPET REMNANTS 
SAVE UP TO 50 PER CENT 




RUGS ON ALL 
YOUR FLOORS AT 
SAVINGS LARGE ENOUGH 
TO DO THE ENTIRE 
HOUSE FOR HALF WHAT 
YOU EXPECT. 
r~ 
FINANCING IF NEEDED 
WE CHARGE NOTHING 
for advice, courtesy, 
delivery (50 miles) , 
cutting (within reason) 
NAME BRANDS 













626 E. All ... 
FROM MONTEREY CALL 
375-8022 Cinderella 


































A MONTEREY TRADITION 
Like the Navy, Monterey Savings is an institution of 
savings and tradition . We're the only locally owned and 
managed savings and loan on the Monterey Peninsula, 
and our Navy School Office is open daily on Sloat 
Avenue, just outside the South Road Gate by 9th Street. 
Ol,Jr special hours, drive-up teller window and allotment 
programs have been designed with you in mind. So 
while you're with us on the Monterey Peninsula, why not 
become part of another true local tradition ... with an 
insured savings account at our new Navy School Office. 
Interest paid on each of our savings programs is hi!;lher 
than any bank, and we think you'll enjoy the nautical 
decor of this office. Please stop by. 
• CONVENIENT DRIVE-UP TELLER WINDOW. 
• FREE TRAVELERS CHECKS. 
• FREE SAFE DEPOSIT BOX (WITH QUALIFYING BALANCE). 
• FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT (WITH QUALIFYING BALANCE). 
• MILITARY ALLOTMENT PROGRAM. 
• FREE SAVE-BY-MAIL SERVICE. 
• CONVENIENT CUSTOMER CHECK CASHING SERVICES. 
• HIGH YIELD SAVINGS PROGRAMS. 
• HIGHER INTEREST ON SAVINGS THAN ANY BANK. 
Jiontere7 
5 s 
Oak Grove-Navy School Branch 
900 Sioal Avenue 
Monlerey, California 93940 
Phone: 373-2612 
Hours: 8:30-5:00 Monday-Thursday I 
8:30-6:00 on Friday 
IEI.n 
FSUC 
foltn' "".11' LoN _ ... r., 
